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Functions, Responsibility, by V. Ivanov,
8 pp. (p 6).

No 23, 2 Jun 1962.
The Estonian Sovnarkhoz: How We Are Improv-
ing the Administration of Production, by
A. Veymer, 8 pp. (p 11).

The Intra-Oblast Distribution and Speciali-
zation of Agriculture, by V. Gavrilov, 7 pp,
(p 19).

No 24, 9 Jun 1962.
Stretching the Investment Ruble in Con-
struction, by G. Karavayev, 26 pp,
(pp 4, 5).

Better Industrial Planning, by
V. Zamarayev, 11 pp, (p 8).

Faulty Planning Disrupts Specialized Pro-
duction and Interplant Cooperation, by
A. Maksimenkov, 5 pp, (p 11).
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The Basic Problem of the Policy and
Practice of Communist Construction, by
P. Khromov, 8 pp, (p 4).

Standardization of Soviet Labor by Im-
proving Industrial Indexes, by B. Mel'nikov
10 pp, (p 5).

Man-Hour and Cost Indexes in Soviet Industry,
9 pp, (p 14).

21 RSFSR Sovnarkhozes Fail to Meet Plan,
6 pp. (p 15).
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Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper
Ekon Gazeta, (Contd)
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The Gor'kiy Sovnarkhoz: Administrative Shortcomings, by N. Kozlov, 11 pp, (p 4) JPRS 15217
Increase Labor Productivity in Agriculture, by N. Dudorov, N. Perekalina, 6 pp, (p 17) JPRS 15814

No 28, 7 Jul 1962.
Improving Gross Industrial Production Indexes, by A. Vasil'ev, 8 pp, (p 8) JPRS 15217

No 29, 14 Jul 1962.
The Chief Economist and Plant Economics, by V. Kushpel', 13 pp, (p 5) JPRS 15472
For the Integrated Plan of Development of the Building Materials and Products Industry by A. Boguslavskiy, 5 pp, (p 9) JPRS 15372
Need for Sovnarkhoz Branch Administrations Questioned, 12 pp, (p 35) JPRS 15217

No 30, 21 Jul 1962.
How to Fix Better Working Capital Norms, By A. Birman, 10 pp, (p 5) JPRS 15217
Economic Planning Problems in the RSFSR, 7 pp, (pp 6-7) JPRS 15217
Krasnodar Machine Tool Building Plant imeni Sedin, by M. Sokolov, 10 pp, (p 9) JPRS 15821
Expedite the Introduction of the Dry Method of Cement Production, by Yu. Burkovskiy, 5 pp, (p 10) JPRS 15372
Increased Rolling Mill Production Due to Rebuilding and Mechanization, by V. Buyrukov, 5 pp, (p 17) JPRS 15815
Corrections, Recalculations, Discrepancies, by M. Stukalov, 9 pp, (p 30) JPRS 15472
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Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper Ekon Gazeta, (Contd)

Economics of Iron Ore Concentration and Smelting, by V. Andreyev, 11 pp.

No 32, 4 Aug 1962, p 8.
The Role of the Sovnarkhoz in Improving the Quality of Precision Equipment, by Yef. Klenov, Yevg. Chigvintsev, 11 pp.

No 33, 11 Aug 1962.
Plan Fulfillment Depends on Full Utilization of Existing Reserve Capabilities, by L. Volodarskiy, 8 pp, (p 5).
An Experimental Wage System, by K. Petkevich, 7 pp, (p 8).
The Slag Electric Steel Smelting Process, by G. Sergeyev, 9 pp, (p 12).

No 34, 18 Aug 1962, pp 36, 37.

No 38, 15 Sep 1962.
Unsatisfactory Work At Chelyabinsk Plant, by G. Menchinnov, 6 pp,

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Ekon Sel'skogo Khoz.

No 4, 1962, pp 35-47.
The Land Resources of the USSR and Their Use in Agriculture, by S. Udachin, 19 pp.

No 5, 1962.
The System of the State Purchases of Agricultural Products, by B. Savel'yev, 19 pp, (pp 47-58).

No 6, 1962, pp 3-9.
Cut Production Cost and Increase Production Profitability in Agriculture, 9 pp.
USSR
Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Ekon Sel'skogo khoz. (Contd)

No 8, 1962.
The Continuous Method of Grain Processing After Harvesting, by Z. Chukhar'ko,
(pp 85-88).

Wage Rates on Kolkhozes With Guaranteed Money Income, by V. Linevich, 10 pp,
(pp 93-100).

Improvement of Pay of Labor on Kolkhozes (Based on Kolkhozes of Voronezhsk Oblast),
by V. Zavgoroudnyi, 8 pp, (pp 100-104).

KHTGZ Steam Turbine Units for Powerful Electric Power Blocks, by L. A. Shubenko-
Shubin, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Elektricheskiye Stantsii, No 6, 1962, pp 2-8.

Specific Features of the TPP-110 Super-critical Pressure Boiler, by L. A.
Ostrovol'skiy, M. V. Meyklyar, 14 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Elektricheskiye Stantsii, No 6, 1962, pp 8-14.

Development of Electric Power in the Light of the Decisions of the 22nd Congress of
the CPSU, by I. A. Syromyatnikov, 13 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Elektrichestvo, No 1, 1962, pp 1-6.

A New Standard for Rated Voltages, by
G. S. Plis, 13 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Elektrichestvo, No 6, 1962, pp 76-82.

Unification of Electric Power Stations, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Energetik, No 2, 1962, pp 1-4.

Decrease Continuously the Consumption of Fuel Per Unit of Output at Electric Power
Stations, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Energetik, No 6, 1962, pp 1-3.

High-Voltage Equipment From the "Elektro-
apparat" Plant, 24 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Energetik, No 6, 1962, pp 39, 40.
USSR

Economic (Contd)

The KHTGZ Steam Turbine of the Skr-100 Type
With Cooling for the Supercritical Steam
Parameters, by L. A. Shubenko-Shubin,
S. I. Ostrovskiy, 21 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Energo-Mashinostroyeniye, No 6,
1962, pp 4-10.

Selected Articles From the Russian
Periodical Finansy SSSR.

Creating the Material and Technical Basis
For Communism and Increasing the Effective-
ness of Capital Investment, by I. Tikhonov,
5 pp.

No 3, 1962.
Capital Construction -- The Problem of
Problems, by P. Fablov, 11 pp, (pp 8-16).

An Increase of the Effectiveness of Capital
Investments in a Task of Major State Importance,
by V. Robotov, 12 pp.

No 5, 1962.
The Potential for Cutting Production Cost
In Agriculture, by V. Levchuk, 11 pp.
(pp 17-23).

The Possibilities of the Intensive Use of
Local Industry, by S. Heyfets, 9 pp,
(pp 30-36).

Ways of Increasing Profits in the Machinery
Manufacturing Plants in the Moscow Area, by

No 6, 1962.
A Public Basis for Finance Organs, 13 pp.
(pp 1-7).

Glober Ties With Society -- Public
Finance Councils in Krasnoyarsk Kray, by
M. Fadeyev, 12 pp, (pp 57-61).

On the Selection of a Rational Structure of
Generating Capacities in Electric Power Systems,
RUSSIAN, per, Gidroenergoaproekt, No 5, 1962,
pp 20-27.
USSR
Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Gidrotekh Stroitel.


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Gornyy Zhur.


A New Weapon of Agricultural Aviation, by V. Kuntaur', 8 pp.

RUSSIAN, per, Grazhdan Aviatsiya, No 6, 1962, pp 5, 6.


RUSSIAN, per, Gudok, 9 Aug 1962, p 3.
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Selected Articles From the Russian newspaper Izvestiya.

28 Jun 1962, p 3.

JPRS 15739

6 Jul 1962.
Problems Stemming From The Broad Products List of the Sumy Machine Building Plant Imeni Frunze, by P. Belikov, 6 pp, (p 3).

JPRS 16123

Further Production Problems at the Sumy Machine Building Plant Imeni Frunze, by A. Bruzenko, N. Ter-Minosova, 8 pp, (p 3).

JPRS 16123

Production Problems at the Sumy Plant Imeni Frunze, by V. Krivosheyev, N. Ter-Minasova, 6 pp.

JPRS 16139

7 Aug 1962, p 3.
Planning Organization Must Improve, 9 pp.

JPRS 16186

Obstacles Facing Technical Designers in USSR, by G. Gayle, 8 pp.

JPRS 16159


JPRS 16159

The Iron Ore Reserves of Kazakhstan, by M. Mil'gram, 6 pp. RUSSIAN, np, Kazakh Pravda, 7 Jul 1962, p 3.

JPRS 15259
Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Khim Volokna, No 3, 1962.

For a Further Acceleration in the Development of the Chemical Fiber Industry, 5 pp, (pp 2-3).


The Latest Technique and Technology for Plants of the Seven-Year Plan, by S. L. Dich, 10 pp, (pp 10-12).


RUSSIAN, per, Khim Mash, No 4, Jul-Aug 1962, pp 1-3.

New Machines, Apparatus and Instruments, 9 pp.

RUSSIAN, per, Khim Mash, No 4, Jul-Aug 1962, pp 43-45.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Kholodil Tekh, No 4, 1962.


Second Coordinating Conference on Refrigeration Machinery Building held in Moscow, by V. G. Kochubey, 11 pp, (pp 52-54).

New Standardization of Commercial Refrigerator Equipment, by B. A. Ber, 5 pp, (pp 73-76).
USSR
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The Territorial Kolkhoz-Sovkhoz Production Administrations as the Fundamental Form of Management of Agriculture, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kolkhoz Proizvod, No 5, 1962, pp 1, 2.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Kommunist.

No 5, 1962, pp 4-12.
The Reorganization of Agricultural Management in the Lithuanian SSR is Under Way, 14 pp.

No 6, 1962, pp 5-12.
Potential For Cutting Production Cost in Agriculture, by F. Romanovich, A. Martinenas, 12 pp.

Revision of Wholesale Prices and Freight Rates, by P. Ivanov, 16 pp.

No 9, 1962.
Raising the Price of Meat and Milk Products was Vitally Necessary, by M. Gritskov, 9 pp, (pp 40-45).


No 10, 1962, pp 41-49.
The Full Utilization of Basic Production Funds, by V. Stepakov, 19 pp.


Raise Steadily the Level of the Mechanization of Agriculture, by V. Krivosheyev.
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist Ukrainy, No 6, 1962, pp 19-27.

RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist Vil'nyus, No 7, 1962, pp 14-19.
USSR Economic (Contd)

The First Soviet Firm, by A. A. Shtern, I. A. Shifrin.
RUSSIAN, per, Kozhevenno-Obuynaya Promyshlennost', No 2, 1962, pp 11-14.

For the Successful Fulfillment Plan For the Fourth Year of the Seven-Year Plan, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kozhevenno-Obuynaya Promyshlennost', No 3, 1962, pp 1-3.

RUSSIAN, per, Masloboyno-Zhirovaya Promyshlennost', No 4, 1962, pp 5-9.


RUSSIAN, np, Medit Rabotnik, 9 Jan 1962, p 3.

RUSSIAN, per, Mekhan i Avtomat Proiz, No 6, 1962, pp 5-9.

Mechanization and Automation in the Coal and Ore Mining Industries, by I. I. Yermak, 15 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Mekhan i Avtomat Proiz, No 8, 1962, pp 1-4.

RUSSIAN, per, Mekhan Stroitel, No 8, 1962, pp 18-21.

Conference on Construction and Road-Building Machines, 13 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Mekhan Stroitel, No 8, 1962, pp 30-32.
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Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical, Metallurg.

No 7, 1962.
Automation of the Steel Smelting Process
by I. N. Golikov, 5 pp, (p 3).

Recent Important Developments in the
Ukrainian Ferrous Metallurgy Industry, by
I. I. Bornatskiy, N. A. Tereshchenko, 11 pp,
(pp 7, 8).

No 8, 1962.
Production and Use of Economical Hot-
Rolled Sections, by B. G. Fastovskiy,
A. N. Funde, 11 pp, (pp 19-23).

More Tubes for the National Economy, 6 pp,
(pp 29-30).

No 9, 1962, pp 1,2.
Growth of Ferrous Metallurgy in the Soviet
Union, by S. M. Filippov, 7 pp.

Expansion and Modernization of the Technological
Base is a Very Important Task, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Molochnaya Prom, No 4, 1962,
pp 1-4.

Some Data on the Work of the Dairy Industry in
RUSSIAN, per, Molochnaya Prom, No 6, 1962,

Improve Port Work Continually, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Morskoy Flot, Jun 1962, pp 1-3.

For a More Efficient Performance of the Manometer Plant,
by P. Lachugin, 5 pp.

Trends in the Chemization of Agriculture,
by B. Levishchev, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Moskov Pravda, 10 Aug 1962,

The Thematic Exhibition of Mechanization and
Automation of the Production Processes in the
Meat Industry, by A. Apraksina, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Myasnaya Industriya SSR, No 4,
1962, pp 63-64.
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Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical, Narod Khoz Kazakh.

On Improving Material Balances, by I. Zhachev, 6 pp.

JPRS 15103

No 4, 1962, pp 84-94.
Industrial Planning in the Tatar Sovnarkhoz, by Zh. Dayrbakov, 26 pp.

JPRS 15472

No 5, 1962.
Raising the Level of Economic Work in the Republic, 7 pp, (pp 3-10).

JPRS 15487


JPRS 15217


JPRS 15727

No 7, 1962.
Kazakh Industrial Development at End of First Half of the Seven-Year Plan, 9 pp, (pp 3-6).

JPRS 16054

Develop Comprehensively the Resources of Greater Angren, by B. Desyatchikov, Kh. Gazizov, 6 pp, (pp 56-59).

JPRS 16143

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Narod Khoz Uzbek.

No 3, 1962, pp 54-58.
Using State Funds Economically and Effectively, by V. Muratkhouzhayev, 7 pp.

JPRS 15103

Expanding the Operative Independence and Initiative of Enterprises, by V. Yerofeyev, 22 pp.

JPRS 15217

No 8, 1962, pp 78-81.
Administrative Apparatus Needs Improvement, by V. Muratkhouzhayev, 7 pp.

JPRS 16054

Plan for Industrial Unification, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Na Stroykakh Rossii, No 7, 1962, pp 1, 2.

JPRS 15735
USSR
Economic (Contd)

RUSSIAN, per, Na Stroykakh Rossii, No 7, 1962, pp 12-14. JPRS 15735

RUSSIAN, per, Nauch Doklady Vysshey Shkoly, No 3, 1962, pp 34-40. JPRS 15619

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Obshchestvennoye Pitaniye.


No 5, 1962. Train Specialists in Municipal Catering, by A. Artem'yev, 5 pp, (pp 8-10). JPRS 15619

Prices Formation and Calculation, by A. Anisov, 9 pp, (pp 23-28). JPRS 15610

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Ogonek.


RUSSIAN, per, Partiynaya Zhizn, No 6, 1962, pp 9-15. JPRS 15814

New Krays of Kazakhstan, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Partiynaya Zhizn Kazakhstana, May 1962, pp 10-13. JPRS 15487
USSR
Economic (Contd)


Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper Pravda.


3 Aug 1962, p 3. When are the Miners Finally Going to Receive, Up-to-Date Technological Equipment? by P. Sledzyuk, 7 pp.


USSR
Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper Pravda Ukrainy.

8 Jun 1962, p 2.
JPRS 15688

16 Jun 1962, p 3.
A Visit to the Zhitomir Electrical Instruments Plant, by Al. Sirota, 7 pp.
JPRS 16082

29 Jul 1962, p 2.
JPRS 15756

9 Sep 1962, p 2.
We Looked and This is What We Found (Private Enterprise on State Farms), by Zh. Tkachenko, 14 pp.
JPRS 15883

JPRS 16139

RUSSIAN, per, Prom Energetika, No 5, 1962, pp 1-5.
JPRS 15529

Automation of Production Processes at the Yerevan Technical Rubber Products Plant, by M. Babayan, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Promyshlennost' Armenii, No 7, 1962, pp 33-35.
JPRS 16159

Krotilin - New Preparation, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Promyshlennost' Armenii, No 7, 1962, pp 46-47.
JPRS 16159

RUSSIAN, per, Promyshlennoye Stroitel', No 8, 1962, pp 11-16.
JPRS 15878

RUSSIAN, per, Razvedka i Okhrana Nedr, No 8, 1962, pp 62-63.
JPRS 15953
Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Rechnoy Transport.


Rationalization and Inventiveness in the Port of Dnepropetrovsk, by A. Gol'dman, (pp 17-22).

A Complex Solution of the Northern Dvina Basin Problems, by V. Mitin.

No 6, 1962, pp 2-4.

No 7, 1962.
The Development of River Transport in the Lena Basin (on the 40th Anniversary of the Yakutskaya ASSR), by M. Zaskul'nikov, 8 pp, (pp 6-9).


No 8, 1962.
Organized Preparation for and Performance of Ship Repairs in 1962-1963, 6 pp, (pp 1, 2).

Maximum Development of Mixed Railroad-Water Transportation, by N. Makhotkin, 5 pp, (pp 9, 10).


Uzbekistan's Sewing Industry, by A. V. Shcherbakov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Shveynaya Promyshlennost', No 3, May-Jun 1962, pp 1-3.

RUSSIAN, per, Shveynaya Promyshlennost', No 3, May-Jun 1962, pp 5-8.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Sotsialisticheskiy Trud, No 7, 1962.

Effective Use of Work Time to Increase Productivity, by V. Raud, 7 pp, (pp 11-18).

East Kazakhstan, by V. Pizikov, 7 pp, (pp 19-21).

Northeastern USSR, by V. Loginov, 12 pp, (pp 21-25).

Krasnoyarskiy Kray, by V. Starikov, 5 pp, (pp 26-27).


Incentive Awards for Engineering and Technical Personnel In Industrial Enterprises, by V. Sergeyev, 9 pp, (pp 61-64).


The Index of Lowering the Cost Price of Production, by G. Ivanov, G. Chudakov, 5 pp, (pp 66, 67).

USSR
Economic (Contd)

The Construction of a New Industrial City
-- Soligorsk, by G. Sinyakovich, 8 pp.

Absence of Interdepartmental Coordination
in the Estonian Sovnarkhoz, by
Vs. S. Tikhomirov, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Sovet Estoniya, 7 Aug 1962,
p 2.

Each Plant on a Non-Subsidy Basis, by Kh.
Peremeyes, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Sovet Estoniya, 10 Aug 1962,

Distribution of Uranium and Thorium in the
Granites of Central Kazakhstan, by I. G.
RUSSIAN, per, Sovet Geologiya, No 3, 1962,
pp 83-95.

Ways to Improve Capital Construction in
Latvia, by V. P. Lein, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Sovet Latviya, 4 Aug 1962,
p 2.

Selected Articles From the Russian
Periodical Sovet Potrebitel'skaya
Kooperatsiya.

In the Central Cooperative Marketing
Section, 7 pp.

No 4, 1962, pp 51-54.
The Regularities and Prospects for the
Development of Retail Trade, by
L. Genkina, 9 pp.

No 5, 1962, pp 52-55.
New Boundaries -- New Tasks, by
G. Blank, 9 pp.

No 6, 1962, pp 1-6.
Trade Facilities to Be Expanded, by
M. Denisov, 12 pp.
USSR
Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Sovet Potrebitel'skaya Kooperatsiya. (Contd)

Consumer Goods Production to Increase, by A. Popov, 8 pp.

Construction of Top Priority Projects is Lagging, by V. Robotov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Sovet Rossiya, 27 Jul 1962, p 2. JPRS 15815

Supplies of Scrap Iron Are Insufficient, by V. Romanov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Sovet Rossiya, 7 Sep 1962, p 1. JPRS 15849

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Sovet Torgovlya.

No 4, 1962.
Soviet Goods Should be the Best, by A. Antonov, 8 pp, (pp 15-19).

Study Demand and Improve Service, by A. Dement'ev, 6 pp, (pp 22-24).

Statistics: Basic Indicators of a One-Time Census of the Material-Technical Base of Wholesale Trade of the Ministries of Trade of the Union Republics, 9 pp, (pp 58-63).

No 5, 1962.

Commodity Reserves, by V. Milov, I. Khrokin, 8 pp, (pp 34-37).

No 7, 1962, pp 3-6.
To Improve Planning of Purchases and Utilization of Vegetables, by P. Pirogov, 5 pp.

No 8, 1962, pp 38-40.
USSR Economic (Contd)

Labor Turnover at a Moscow Textile Plant, by I. Belinskiy, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Sovet Profsoyuzy, No 18, Sep 1962, pp 25-26.

Inefficient Use of Machinery and Equipment in Ludnyy and Tselinnyy Kray, by A. Gladtsen, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Stroitel' Gazeta, 6 Jul 1962, p 3.

Progress of Top Priority Industrial Construction Projects During the First Half of 1962, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Stroitel' Gazeta, 1 Aug 1962, p 3.

Expand the Production of Synthetic Building Materials, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Stroitel' Materialy, No 7, 1962, pp 1, 2.

RUSSIAN, per, Stroitel' Materialy, No 8, 1962, pp 3-6.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Sudostroyeniye.

No 7, 1962.
New Dry-Cargo Vessels, by V. P. Gudimovich, I. N. Nigacnev, 56 pp., (pp 1-13).


Work Experience of the Technical Seminar at the Izhora Yard, by I. V. Yashin, 7 pp., (pp 80-87).

No 8, 1962.
A Light-Draft Hydrofoil Passenger Motorship, by A. Z. Mandel', 8 pp., (pp 1-5).
USSR

Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Sudostroyeniye. (Contd)

No 8, 1962.
News Items Concerning Scientific and Technical Conference and Miscellaneous Events, 14 pp, (pp 60-63).


Selected Articles from the Russian Periodical Teploenergetika.

No 4, 1962.
Efficiency of District-Heating Steam Turbines, by B. P. Taranov, 17 pp, (pp 48-54).
Raising the Efficiency of District Heating, by N. G. Khosid, 7 pp, (pp 55-57).

No 7, 1962.
Over-all Automation of Electric Power Stations of High Capacity With the Use of Control Computers, by Ye. P. Stefani, 17 pp, (pp 3-10).
Theory of Determination of the Effectiveness of Capital Investments, by D. M. Yurinov, Ye. A. Yelokhin, 10 pp, (pp 87-89).

No 9, 1962, pp 2-7.

Abuse at Moscow Television Plant in Testing of Television Sets, by V. Yefimov, 5 pp.


Power Production in Central Kazakhstan, by A. Plekhanov, 6 pp, (pp 42-46).

Power Production in the Alma-Atinskiy Economic Administrative Region, by S. S. Naboko, 7 pp, (pp 47-52).

For a Model Organization of Repairs Services in the Cement Industry, 7 pp.


Statistics in the Service of Agriculture Management, by V. Nanyakin, 19 pp, (pp 3-14).

Concerning the Use of an Index of Expenditures per Ruble of Commodity Output, by S. Yugenburg, 25 pp, (pp 45-53).


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Vest Statistiki. (Contd)

No 9, 1962.
Calculation of Labor on Kokhozes, by N. Khmelev, 7 pp, (pp 76-83).

RUSSIAN, per, Vnesnyaya Torgovlya, No 8, 1962, pp 11-13.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Voprosy Ekonomiki.

No 1, 1962.
The Ratio of Basic Funds to Gross Industrial Output, by P. Bunich, 16 pp, (pp 62-73).

No 2, 1962.
Major Problems of the Economic Effectiveness of Capital Investments in Electrification, by G. Khatlin, 12 pp, (pp 13-20).

No 4, 1962, pp 140-146.
Concentration and Specialization of the Food Industry, by Ye. Pospelova, 10 pp.

No 7, 1962.
On the Road to Communist Labor, by A. Zvarykin, 27 pp, (pp 16-28).
Increasing the Economic Efficiency of Kolkhozes, by V. Khlabnikov, 15 pp, (pp 49-57).
USSR
Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Voprosy Ekonomiki (Contd)

No 8, 1962.

Leveling Seasonal Labor in Agriculture, by G. Shmelev, 23 pp, (pp 77-84).


The Seven Year Plan and the Sverdlovsk Railroad, by V. P. Yegorov, 10 pp.
USSR
Political

RUSSIAN, rpt, Sochineniya V. I. Lenina, Vol XXVII, Moscow, pp 176-192.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Filosofskiy Nauki, No 3, 1962.

Development of Communist Philosophy, by
M. T. Iovchuk, L. V. Skvortsov, 45 pp, (pp 3-21).

Communism and Science, by N. N. Rutkevich, 24 pp, (pp 50-40).

Some Achievements in Cybernetics in the Light of Marxist-Leninist Teaching on Nature of
Consciousness, by E. H. Gimel'shteyn, 13 pp, (pp 68-74).

Soviet Press Examines Implications of Gold Spec-

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Kommunist.

No 13, 1962.
Work is the Basis for the Training of the New
Man, 14 pp, (pp 3-10).

The CPSU -- The Great Progressive Force of

Private Property and the building of Communism,

What is Concealed Behind the Slogan "Ideological

The Natural Sciences and Humanism, by Yu. Zhdanov,
S. Kargin, 9 pp, (pp 120-127).

No 14, Sep 1962.
Formation of a Scientific World Outlook, 3 pp,
(pp 50-58).

Ideological Commissions of Party Organizations,
by Yu. Lavrikov, 9 pp, (pp 59-64).
Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Kommunist. (Contd)

No 15, 1962.

The Insoluble Contradictions of Modern Capitalism, by A. Rumyantsev, 14 pp. (pp 36-44).


Work, Art and Communism, by G. Kunitsyn, 14 pp; (pp 81-89).

Soviet Writer Discusses Transition to World-Communism, by V. Tolstikov, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Sovet Rossiya, 16 Oct 1962.

An Important Stage in the Development of Socialist Democracy, 17 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Sovetskoye Gosudarstvo i Pravo, No 6, 1962, pp 3-14.


ITALIAN, per, Rinascita, No 18, 8 Sep 1962, pp 12, 13.
USSR
Military

Bombing, by V. I. Kirillov, 419 pp. RUSSIAN, bk, Bombometaniye, Moscow, 1960, 376 pp. 9678783V

Assembly of 7.62, 9 mm, and 14.5 mm Caliber Cartridges
RUSSIAN, bk, Prilozeniye k "Rukovodstvu po Strelkovya Uchebn'yym Priboram" Izdaniya 1951 Goda, 1951, pp 14-17.

Drill-Dummy Hand Grenade "URG",
RUSSIAN, bk, Prilozeniye k "Rukovodstvu po Strelkovya Uchebn'yym Priboram" Izdaniya 1951 Goda, 1951, pp 38-41.

Drill Regulations of the Armed Forces of the USSR, 85 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Stroyevoy Ustav Vooruzhennykh Sil Sova, 1959, pp 1-176.

Incendiaries and Their Use, by M. K. Shevchuk.

RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 14, 1962, 27 Sep 1962, pp 41-49.

Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper Krasnaya Zvezda.

14 Apr 1962, p 2.
Kucketeers and Pilots, by A. Pokryshkin, 5 pp.

21 Apr 1962, p 3.
Sovereigns of Rocket Thunder, by V. Vukolov, 7 pp.

13 May 1962, p 2.
"To Cover" - Does Not Mean to Teach..., by F. Bondarenko, 5 pp.

24 May 1962, p 2.

26 May 1962, p 2.
Psychological Training of the Soldier: What Must it Consist off, by V. Zamoshkin, 6 pp.
USSR
Military (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper Krasnaya Zvezda. (Contd) JPRS 15380

31 May 1962, p 2.
Hail, New Generation! (Part One), by A. Sgibnev, 8 pp.

1 Jun 1962, p 2.
Hail, New Generation! (Part Two), by A. Sgibnev, 6 pp.

RUSSIAN, per, Mirovaya Ekon i Mezh Otnosheniya, No 5, 1962, pp 122-130.

Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper Sovet Patriot. JPRS 16138

23 May 1962, pp 2, 3.

24 May 1962, pp 2, 3.

25 May 1962, pp 2, 3.
Discussion of Reports of DOSAAF Central Committee and Central Auditing Commission, and Report on Amendments and Supplements to DOSAAF Statutes, 19 pp.

26 May 1962, pp 2, 3.
Discussion of Reports of DOSAAF Central Committee and Central Auditing Commission, and Report on Amendments and Supplements of DOSAAF Statutes, 14 pp.

30 May 1962, pp 2, 3.
Resolution of the Fifth All-Union DOSAAF Congress, 14 pp.
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Donbass, by V. P. Zamkovoy. (NY-7301)
RUSSIAN, bk, Donbass, 1962, 125 pp.


Selected Articles From the Russian Book Goroda - Sputniki, Moscow, 1961.


Formation of Settlement-Satellites of Leningrad, by Ye. B. Lopatina, 17 pp, (pp 50-59).

Development of Satellite Towns of Gor'kiy, by B. S. Khorev, 17 pp, (pp 60-77).

Development of Satellite Settlements of PERM, by N. N. Stepanov, 7 pp, (pp 78-82).


Satellite Towns in Belorussia, by I. D. Belogortsev, 7 pp, (pp 94-100).


RUSSIAN, bk, Instruktsiya po Sostavleniyu i Podgotovke k Izdaniyu Geologicheskoy Karty Mashtaba 1:50,000, Moscow, 1962, pp 3-42. JPRS 15730

Sverdlovsk, by P. G. Panov, 211 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Sverdlovsk, 1956, pp 1-232. JPRS 16101
USSR
Geographic (Contd)

A Hypsographic Map of the USSR at the Scale 1:2,500,000, by I. P. Zarutskaya, V. P. Zenkovich. RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geograf, No 1, 1951, pp 74-79.

The Mapping of the USSR, Results and Geographic Significance, by K. A. Salishchev. RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geograf, No 5, 1957, pp 65-76.

USSR

Sociological

Civil Defense, by P. T. Yegorov, I. A. Shlyakhov, T. V. Dolbin, et al. (SF-1873)

Characteristics of Criminological Examination of the Impressions of Seals and Stamps Made From the Same Type or Matrix, by E. B. Mel'nikova, L. G. Edshubov, 18 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Sovetskaya Kriminalistika na Sluzhbe Sledstviva, No XIII, Moscow, 1959, pp 95-106.

Measures for Further Proving the Selection and Training of Scientific Cadres, by M. Prokof'yev, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Byulleten' Ministerstva Vysshego i Srednego Spetsial'nogo Obrazovaniya SSSR, No VII, 1962, pp 1-5.

Motion Pictures and the Education of the New Man, 10 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 14, Sep 1962, pp 65-72.

RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 15, 1962, pp 22-35.

RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist Estonii, No 5, 1962, pp 25-35.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Nauka i Religiya.

No 7, 1962.
Shamanism, by B. Vampilov, 8 pp, (pp 18-22).


Civil and Domestic Rites, by G. Gerodnik, 23 pp, (pp 40-51).

No 8, 1962.
The Young People and Religion, 7 pp, (pp 3-7).

Angels of Neo-Colonialism, by I. Borisova, 6 pp, (pp 31-34).

The Main Thing is to Know the People, by N. Sviridov, 7 pp, (pp 70-73).
USSR
Sociological (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Nauka i Religiya. (Contd)

No 9, 1962.

An Important Link in Atheistic Education, 13 pp, (pp 6-9).

Aposties of Peace or War?, by S. Efirov, 10 pp, (pp 37-39).

The Magazine Argumenty (Arguments) on Facts, by V. Pustarnakova, 9 pp, (pp 49-51).

Historical Sciences Division of the Academy of Sciences USSR on Field Investigations in 1961, by F. A. Aleksandrov, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Sovet Etnografiya, No 4, Jul-Aug 1962, pp 179-182.

The All-Union Meeting on Question of Scientific-Atheistic Propaganda in the Light of the Decisions of the 22nd Congress of the CPSU, by A. V. Smolysk, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Sovet Etnografiya, No 4, Jul-Aug 1962, pp 182-185.

RUSSIAN, per, Vestnik Rentgenologii i Radiologii, Vol XXXVII, No 2, Mar/Apr 1962, pp 72-75.

Some Problems of Instruction in Roentgenology Departments, by L. S. Rozenshtraukh, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Vestnik Rentgenologii i Radiologii, Vol XXXVII, No 2, Mar/Apr 1962, pp 76-78.

To Strengthen the Flow of Youth to Science, by A. A. Ivanov, 16 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Vestnik Vysshey Shkoly, No 8, 1962, pp 36-45.

The Program of the CPSU and Tasks of Atheistic Education, by I. P. Tsamoryan, 16 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Filosofii, No 7, pp 3-13.
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Real Income of Blue- and White-Collar Workers in Bulgaria, by Rositsa Gocheva, 30 pp.
BULGARIAN, bk, Realni Dokhodi na Rabotnitsite i Sluzheshtite v NA Bulgariya, Sofia, 1961, pp 83-121. JPRS 15736

BULGARIAN, per, Elektroenergiya, Vol XIII, No 5-6, 1962, pp 3-7. JPRS 15669

BULGARIAN, per, Finansi i Kredit, No 6, Aug 1962, pp 45-52. JPRS 16089

BULGARIAN, per, Gorsko Stopanstvo, Vol XVIII, No 8, 1962, pp 3-9. JPRS 15562

Selected Articles From the Bulgarian Periodical Ikonomichesk. isul.

No 6, 1962, pp 18-36.

No 7, 1962.

Bulgaria's Place in the Development of Industry in the Balkans, by Minko Minkov, 23 pp, (pp 86-101). JPRS 15362

Regulations Governing the Organization and Tasks of the State Committee on Construction and Architecture, 8 pp.
BULGARIAN, np, Izvestiya na Presidium na Narodnoto Subranie, No 20, 5 Oct 1962, pp 4-6. JPRS 16114

BULGARIAN, per, Khidrotelnika i Melioratsii, Vol VII, No 4, 1962, pp 123-124. JPRS 16018

Scientific Research Institutes in the Food Industry, 10 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Khranitelna Prom, Vol XI, No 7, 1962, pp 1-3. JPRS 15562
BULGARIAN, per, Khranitelna Prom, Vol XI, No 7, 1962, pp 7-10. JPRS 15562

The Bulgarian Maritme Economy, by Eduard Kukoé, 11 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Međunarodni Transport, Vol VIII, No 8, 1962, pp 542-545. JPRS 15919

Mechanization of Bulgarian Agriculture in the Past 18 Years, by Ivan Gurbucev, 5 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Mekhanizatsiya i Elektrifikatsiya Na Selskoto Stopanstvo, Vol XII, No 8, 1962, pp 1-3. JPRS 15562

Bulgarian Technical Progress in the Next 20 Years, by Ruskova, 6 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Narodna Armiya, Vol XIX, No 4360, 7 Oct 1962, p 2. JPRS 15901

Selected Articles From the Bulgarian Periodical Partien Zhivot, 1962.

Higher Crop Procurement Prices: A Vitally Essential Measure, 15 pp, (pp 3-8). JPRS 15405

Improving Land Cultivation, by Nikolai Andreyev, 18 pp, (pp 26-33). JPRS 15405

Technical Progress in Mechanical Engineering, by Nikola Kalchov, 8 pp, (pp 30-35). JPRS 15794

BULGARIAN, per, Schetovodatvo i Kontrol, No IV, 1962, pp 5-13. JPRS 15729

BULGARIAN, per, Septemvri, Vol XV, No 9, 1962, pp 3-16. JPRS 15876

The Bulgarian Fruit and Vegetable Processing Industry, by Stevan Kovacevic, 8 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Tehnika, Vol XVII, No 9, pp 1783-1784. JPRS 16018
Eastern Europe
Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Bulgarian Newspaper
Transporten Glas.

No 41 (1214), 22 Sep 1962.
Bulgarian Communications in the Next Two
Decades, by Y. Chengelov, 5 pp, (p 3).

A Great Document for the Development of
Railway Transport, by Andon Penev, 7 pp,
(p 3).

No 42 (1215), 26 Sep 1962, p 2.
A Gigantic Leap in Telephone Communications,
by K. Dosev, 7 pp.

The Organization and Administration of Industrial
Enterprises, by Docent Zdravko Zlatanov, 8 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Trud i Tseni, No 6, 1962, pp 13-25.

Selected Articles From the Bulgarian Periodical

Changes in the Rule Book on Railroad Technical
Operations, by Boris Tushkov, 16 pp, (pp 4-7).

Radio Communications in Railway Transport, by
Georgi P. Khadzhigeorgiev, 13 pp, (pp 12-14).

Conference on Railroad Dimensions and Rolling
Stock, by Al. Popov, 8 pp, (pp 30-31).

On the Deteriorating Economic Situation of
Yugoslavia, by Ch'en Mao-i, 17 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung Ch'i, No 17, 1962, pp 24-31.

Application of the Regulation on Assuring Pay-
ments for Investments Financed From the Central
Investment Fund, by Teodor Starcevic, 9 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Finansije, Vol XVII, No 3, 1962,
pp 139-147.

Consumer Credits, by Nevenka Jankovic, 8 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Finansije, Vol XVII, No 3, 1962,
pp 147-152.

The Serbian Construction Industry in 1961, by
Mirko Ilic, 8 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Izgradnja, Vol XVI, No 7, 1962,
pp 33-36.
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Selected Articles From the Croatian Periodical
Jugoslovenski Preglad.

No 6, 1962.
The Leather and Footwear Industry,
19 pp, (pp 252-255). JPRS 16060

Internal Navigation and Its Utilization, 16 pp,
(pp 255-258). JPRS 16060

Fodder Crops in Yugoslavia, by M. P., 20 pp,
(pp 259-264). JPRS 16146

No 7, Jul/Aug 1962.
Development of Production of Construction
Material in Yugoslavia,
11 pp, (pp 316-320). JPRS 16114

Resolution on Domestic Trade, 10 pp, (pp 321,322). JPRS 16060

The Status and Future Development of Foundries in
Yugoslavia, by Ranko Sotra, 19 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Masinstvo, No 9, 1962, pp 1717-1723. JPRS 15970

Forges and Presses in Yugoslavia, by Borivoje Markovic,
22 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Masinstvo, No 9, 1962, pp 1724-1732. JPRS 15970

Transit Trade Via Certain European Nations, by
Eduard Kukoc, 10 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Medjunarodni Transport, Vol VIII,
No 8, 1962, pp 548, 549. JPRS 15919

The Flow of Goods in Domestic River Trade, by
S. Jungic, 10 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Medjunarodni Transport, Vol VIII,
No 8, 1962, pp 557-560. JPRS 15919

The Effect of the System of Distribution and
Planning on Economic Movements and Production
CROATIAN, per, Nasa Stvarnost, No 6, 1962,
pp 631-674. JPRS 15841

Selected Articles From the Croatian Periodical
Nova Administracija, No 4, 1962.

Further Formulation of the Socio-Political
and Economic System of Yugoslavia, by
Zivojin Lakic, 9 pp, (pp 281-288).
Eastern Europe
Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Croatian Periodical
Nova Administracija, No 4, 1962. (Contd)

Determining the Total Revenue of Economic Organizations, 12 pp, (pp 296-304).

Trade Margins and Price Levels, by Jovan Mirkovic, 3 pp, (pp 309-312).


Selected Articles From the Croatian Periodical

The Agricultural Inspectorate and Its Role in the Application of Legal Regulations and Prescribed Measures in Agriculture, by Milan Perovic, 9 pp, (pp 7-12).


Selected Articles From the Croatian Periodical

State Farms Under the Present Conditions of Agricultural Development, by Borivoje Rodovanovic, 8 pp, (pp 9-12).


Status and Future Increase of Land in the Socialist Sector, by Vlasta Mihailovic, 9 pp, (pp 20-23).

The "Brodoprojekt" Ship Designing Organization, by Tomo Rogic, 5 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Pomorstvo, Vol XVII, No 7-8, 1962, p 238.

Developments in Yugoslav Shipyards, 7 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Pomorstvo, Vol XVII, No 7-8, pp 243-244.

JPRS 15532
JPRS 15977
JPRS 16023
JPRS 16023
JPRS 16107
JPRS 16107
Legal Regulation of Relations in Enterprises, by Omer Ibrahimagic, 12 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Pregled, No 4/5, 1962, pp 281-291.
JPRS 15394

CROATIAN, per, Pregled, No 4/5, 1962, pp 293-303.
JPRS 15394

The Role of the Producer in Enterprise Administration, by Mitja Kaus, 47 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Proaktivnost, No 6, 1962, pp 367-374.
JPRS 16135

The Revised Text of the Regulation on the Turnover Tax, 45 pp.
JPRS 16003

CROATIAN, per, Teknika, Vol XVII, No 9, pp 1629-1632.
JPRS 15900

CROATIAN, per, Tesla, Vol IX, No 4, 1962, pp 8-10.
JPRS 16107

JPRS 16107

Selected Articles From the Croatian Periodical Uprava.

No 1-2, 1962, pp 2-23.
JPRS 15673

No 4, 1962, pp 215-220.
Some Problems Related to the Application of the Law on the Use of Harbors and Docks, by Lucijan Kos, 8 pp.
JPRS 16135

JPRS 15729

No 5, 1962, pp 271-279.
Bases and Measuring Sticks for Distribution of Personal Income to State Employees, by Drago Bozic, 11 pp.
JPRS 15729
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Use of New Machinery and Equipment, by Vaclav Kotlar, 14 pp, (pp 1-12).


Specialization Goals in Machine Building Production, by Jaroslav Kares, 14 pp, (pp 23-31).

The Construction Sector Must Assume More of the Character of Large-Scale Industrial Production, by Alois Lostak, 6 pp.


Directives for Processing Letter Mail, 8 pp.

Pre-Congress Discussion: Important Contributions To the Fulfillment of Foreign Trade Goals, by Frantisek Hamouz, 10 pp.

For Further Development of Economic Cooperation Among Socialist Countries, by Josef Spal, 6 pp.

Bulk Purchase of Agricultural Produce From Small Farmers, 13 pp.
Eastern Europe
Economic (Contd)

Key Areas in the Field of Work Norms in 1962, by Friederich Hess, Manfred Waldenburger, 28 pp. GERMAN, per, Arbeitskonomik und Arbeitsschutz, No 3, 1962, pp 193-208. JPRS 15960


Some Tasks in the Trade With Capitalist Countries at the 1962 Leipzig Fair, by Von Gerhard Weiss, 5 pp. GERMAN, per, Der Aussenhandel, Vol XII, No 16/17, 29 Aug 1962, pp 4-6. JPRS 16042

Normal East-West Trade Versus Integration, by G. Schomburg, 5 pp. GERMAN, per, Der Aussenhandel, Vol XII, No 16/17, 29 Aug 1962, pp 10-12. JPRS 16042

Selected Articles from the German Periodical Der Aussenhandel und der innerdeutsche Handel.

Improvement of Price Work in Foreign Trade -- An Important Contribution to the Strengthening of the East German Economy, by W. Petzold, 6 pp, (pp 2-4). JPRS 15911

The Necessity of Determining Demand in the Socialist Economic Area, by D. Gaudich, 6 pp, (pp 23-25). JPRS 15911

Cema's General Terms for Assembly Work, by K. Mehnert, G. Straubinger, 12 pp. JPRS 15911

Ten Years of the East German Merchant Marine, by K. Friedrich, 5 pp, (pp 32, 33). JPRS 15874

Development of Industrial Construction in East Germany and the Tasks Connected with it, by Gunter Peters, 13 pp. GERMAN, per, Bauplanung-Bautechnik, No 7, 1962, pp 315-316. JPRS 15874
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Industrial Construction in East Germany, by Guenter Peters, 8 pp.
GERMAN, per, Bauplanung-Bautechnik, Vol XVI, No 7, pp 315-316.
JPRS 15977

The Concrete Industry Creates the Prerequisites for the Further Industrialization of Industrial Construction, 7 pp.
JPRS 15857

Selected Articles From the German Periodical Bauzeitung.

No 14, 1962.
JPRS 15584

Status of the Association of LPG Construction Brigades to Inter-Cooperative Construction Organizations, by Wolfgang Fichtner, 16 pp, (pp 386-391).
JPRS 15558

No 15, 1962.
Bonus Piece Rate Wages in the Construction Industry, by Kurt Boehm, 7 pp, (pp 395-396).
JPRS 15575


JPRS 15702

Selected Articles From the German Periodical Deutsche Finanzwirtschaft.

No 14, 1962, pp 5-8.
The Position of the Kreis Finance Departments in Financial Control, 9 pp.
JPRS 15941

No 15, 1962.
East German Semi-State Enterprises, by Charles Dewey, 10 pp, (pp 3-8).
JPRS 15941
Selected Articles From the German Periodical
Deutsche Finanzwirtschaft. (Contd)

No 15, 1962.
New Forms of Distributing Payments in-Kind in Type III Agricultural Production Cooperatives - A Discussion, by Loschner, 5 pp, (pp 9, 10). JPRS 15680

No 16, 1962.
Fundamentals Concerning the New Decree on Planning, Preparation, and Implementation of Investments, by Christian Gierisch, 10 pp, (pp 5-9). JPRS 15818

Contents and Balancing of the Personal Incomes of LPG Members, by Klaus Manske, 7 pp, (pp 10-12). JPRS 15816

Planning and Accounting of Producer Costs of Brigades and Work Groups in LPG's, by Walter Pauli, 8 pp, (pp F15-F17). JPRS 15816

State Subsidies for LPG's To Be Used Effectively, by Karl Jahr, Kurt Fromm, 8 pp, (pp 16-18). JPRS 15816

Continuity in the Planning of the State Budget, by E. Vogel, W. Grossmann, 9 pp, (pp 52-56). JPRS 15960

No 17, 1962.
Financial Control in Trade is Effective, by Werner Nehrig, 9 pp, (pp G3, G4). JPRS 15874

Ten Years of the Gotha Technical School for Finance, by Schrepper, 5 pp, (pp 3-5). JPRS 15941

The Economic Usefulness of Improved Deep-Ploughing in Light Sandy Soils, by J. Lange, E. Cartellieri, 21 pp. GERMAN, per, Die Deutsche Landwirtschaft, No 9, 1962, pp 422-429. JPRS 15680

Ten Years of the Dresden Advanced School of Communications, by Gerhard Rahbein, 6 pp. GERMAN, per, Deutsche Post, Vol VII, No 8, 1962, pp 230-231. JPRS 15558

Conversion of the Northern Line of Telecommunications System to V-60 Operation, by Wilhelm Troschke, 6 pp. GERMAN, per, Deutsche Post, Vol VII, No 9, 1962, pp 264-265. JPRS 15769
Eastern Europe
Economic (Contd)

A New Stage in Collaboration Among Socialist Countries, by Gerhard Schurer, Helmut Kunz, 34 pp.
GERMAN, per, Einheit, Vol XVII, No 7, 1962, pp 3-21. JPRS 15703

Tasks of the Power Producing Industry for Strengthening the German Democratic Republic, by L. Unger, 11 pp.
GERMAN, per, Energietechnik, Vol XII, No 7, 1962, pp 289-295. JPRS 15333

GERMAN, per, Energietechnik, Vol XII, No 8, 1962, pp 337-345. JPRS 15677

Assignments of the Specialized Association For Machine Building (Z) of the Chamber of Technology (KDT) After the Third Congress of the Chamber, by K. Ahlgrimm, 9 pp.
GERMAN, per, Feingeraetetechnik, Vol XIX, No 9, 1962, pp 385-386. JPRS 15840

GERMAN, per, Feingeraetetechnik, Vol XI, No 9, 1962, pp 422-427. JPRS 15840

Selected Articles From the German Periodical Der Handel.
No 6, 1962.
Distribution of Warehouses and Territorial Organization of the Socialist Wholesale Trade, by Konrad Iligen, 8 pp, (pp 252-254).
The Work of the Ho Bezirk Directorates Will Improve the Peoples-Owned Retail Trade, by H. Neumann, Siegfried Schulze, 10 pp, (pp 270-273).
No 7, 1962, pp 304-308.
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Economic (Contd)

GERMAN, per, Der Maschinenbau, No 7, 1962, pp 268-272. JPRS 15677

Is the Present Chronological Course of Production Preparations Justifiable?, by Robert Ebeling, 7 pp.
GERMAN, per, Materialwirtschaft, No 17, Vol X, Sep 1962, pp 1-5. JPRS 15960

Why Prohibit the Use of Nickel-Alloy Steels?, by Hans Peschke, Gunter Seurig, 6 pp.
GERMAN, per, Materialwirtschaft, No 18, Sep 1962, pp 11, 12. JPRS 16080

Agreement on Cooperation Between the Advanced School for Transportation and the Main Administration for Civil Aviation, 8 pp.
GERMAN, per, Nachrichten Fur Die Zivile Luftfahrt Der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik, No 5, 1962, pp 25-26. JPRS 15584

Increase and Greater Economy in Railroad Freight Transportation Through Intensive Use of Large Freight Cars, by Werner Koeckel, 10 pp.
GERMAN, per, Der Operative Dienst, No 8, 1962. JPRS 15584

GERMAN, per, Der Operative Dienst, No 8, 1962, pp 256-261. JPRS 15584

GERMAN, per, Der Operative Dienst, No 9, 1962, pp 309-312. JPRS 15575

GERMAN, per, Osteuropa, No 8/9, 1962, pp 604-611. JPRS 15896

Selected Articles From the German Periodical Presse - Informationen.

5 Sep 1962, pp 6, 7.
Significant Development of Television in East Germany, by Martin Liesegang, 7 pp. JPRS 15817

10 Sep 1962, pp 1, 2.
Clarification Pertaining to Further Development of Type I LPGs, 11 pp. JPRS 15791
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Selected Articles From the German Periodical
Presse-Informationen. (Contd)

No 111, 21 Sep 1962.
What Should Currently be Done to Increase the
Fertility of the Land, by Rolf Seidler, 8 pp,
(pp 3,4). JPRS 16018

Disseminate the Best Experiences in the Fishing
Industry More Rapidly, by Gunther Sommer, 8 pp,
(pp 7, 8). JPRS 16018

Bezirk Magdeburg -- Center of Heavy Industry, 5 pp,
(pp 9, 10). JPRS 16050

No 112, 24 Sep 1962, pp 7, 8.
Bezirk Karl-Marx-Stadt -- First in Industrial
Production, 6 pp. JPRS 16050

No 113, 26 Sep 1962, pp 2, 3.
Important Tasks in Increasing the Number of Cattle
and the Production of Meat, by Helmut Koch, 6 pp.
JPRS 15975

No 114 (2234), 28 Sep 1962, pp 4, 5.
East German Electrical Engineering Boom, 5 pp.

Prospects of Inland Waterways Shipping, by Heinz Hesse.
5 pp.
GARMA, per, Schiff und Strom, No 6, 1962, pp 4-7. JPRS 15919

Damages to East German Ships in 1961, by E. Timm,
6 pp.
GARMA, per, Seeverkehr, Vol II, No 9, 1962, pp 17-19. JPRS 15857

Heavy Reinforced Concrete Railroad Bridges as Pre-
fabricated Components, by Werner Nitschke, 5 pp.
GARMA, per, Signal und Schiene, No 8, 1962,
pp 300-301. JPRS 15584

Tasks of the State Construction Inspectorate With
Regard to the East German Railroads, by Arno Boelker,
14 pp.
GARMA, per, Signal und Schiene, No 9, 1962, pp 333-336. JPRS 15857

The Development of Resin Extraction in the German
Democratic Republic, by W. Fest, 9 pp.
GARMA, per, Sozialistische Forstwirtschaft, No 9,
1962, pp 1-3. JPRS 15816
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Selected Articles From the German Periodical
Sozialistische Planwirtschaft, Vol III, No 8/9,
1962.

Principles and Future Prospects of Socialist
International Division of Labor and Cooperation
by O. Bogomolov, Yu. Peikshev, 20 pp, (pp 1-6).

Stages in the Development of CEMA, by N. Siluyanov,
14 pp, (pp 6-9).

Socialist Cooperation in Machine Building, by
Ladislav Smid, 16 pp, (pp 9-13).

Socialist Cooperation in Ferrous Metallurgy, by

Socialist Cooperation in the Power Industry, by
Frantisek Homola, 9 pp, (pp 18-20).

Socialist Cooperation in the Chemical Industry,
by Kurt Kleinert, 12 pp, (pp 20-23).

Socialist Cooperation in Light Industry and in
the Food Processing Industry, by Miroslav Hajek,
9 pp, (pp 23-26).

Socialist Cooperation in Agriculture, by Atanas Tsanev,
12 pp, (pp 26-29).

Socialist Cooperation in the Petroleum and Natural
Gas Industry, by Sebastian Socol, 12 pp, (pp 31-34).

Foreign Trade Problems of CEMA Countries, by
Gunther Kohimey, 25 pp, (pp 34-40).

The New Stage in Economic Competition Between the
the Two World Systems, by Ya. Ioffe, Yu. Kormonov,
29 pp, (pp 46-51).

GERMAN, per, Standardisierung, No 16, Aug 1962,
pp 1354-1358.

Standardization of Chemical Industry Products in
the GDR, by W. Schmidt, 5 pp.
GERMAN, per, Standardisierung, Vol VIII, No 17,
Sep 1962, pp 17/1521, 1/1522.
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Special Regulations for Preparing and Submitting the Standardization Portion of the 1963 New Technology Plan, 7 pp.
GERMAN, per, Standardisierung, Vol XVI, Aug 1962, pp 1358-1360.  

Selected Articles From the German Periodical Statistische Praxis.

No 7, 1962, pp 169-172.

No 8, 1962.

The Effects of Technical Progress on the Type of Activity of Production Workers in Industry, by Kurt Albrecht, 12 pp. (pp 199-203).

No 9, 1962, pp 231, 232.
New Cadres Needed in Agriculture, by Helga Grosshans, 8 pp.


Fulfillment of the New Technology Plans To Be Organized With the Aid of the Contract System, by Eberhard Gohler, Sig hart Lorler, 12 pp.

GERMAN, per, Wasserwirtschaft-Wassertechnik, Vol XII, No 8, 1962.

GERMAN, per, Wirtschaftswissenschaft, No 8, 1962, pp 1136-1151.
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GERMAN, per, Wirtschaftswissenschaft, No 8, 1962, pp 1213-1224.

The Status of Productivity of the Metallurgical Industry in East Germany, 6 pp.

GERMAN, per, Z. fuer Agrarokonomik, No 8, 1962, pp 240-245.

Freight Transit Traffic on Czechoslovak Railroads, by Matula, 8 pp.
GERMAN, per, Z. der Organisation fuer die Zusammenarbeit, der Eisenbahnen OSSHd, No 4, 1962, pp 7-9.

GERMAN, per, Z. der Organisation fuer die Zusammenarbeit der Eisenbahnen OSSHd, No 4, 1962, pp 18-20.

HUNGARIAN, per, Ipargazdasag, No 5, 1962, pp 1-6.


Selected Articles From the Hungarian Periodical Kozgazdasagi Szemle.
No 7, 1962.
Significance of New Methods of Feed and Fodder Production, by Janos Keseru, 23 pp, (pp 790-803).
Investigation of the Costs of Agricultural building Investments, by Jozsef Mocsary, 16 pp, (pp 858-867).
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Selected Articles From the Hungarian Periodical Kozgazdasagi Szemle. (Contd)

No 8, 1962, pp 1003-1013.
Timely Problems in the Calculation of Foreign Trade Profitability, by Sandor Balazsy, 14 pp.

Trend of Export Prices and Profit Calculations, by Marten Tardos, 6 pp.
HUNGARIAN, per, Kulkereskedelem, Vol VI, No 6, 1962, pp 3-6.

HUNGARIAN, per, Megyei es Varosi Statisztika Ertesito, Vol XII, No 8, 1962, pp 400-413.

The Council of Mutual Economic Assistance From the Point of View of the Rolling Mills, by Nicolas Marton, 5 pp.

Regulation of Producer Price and the Interest of Enterprises, by Imre Vincze, 12 pp.
HUNGARIAN, per, Penzugy es Szamvitel, Vol VI, No 7, 1962, pp 241-244.

The Problems of Calculating Profitability in the Food Industry, by Karoly Csomos, 8 pp.


Manufacture of Medical Instruments, by Joseph Fillo, 7 pp.

POLISH, pamphlet, Panstwowe Gospodarstwa Rolne w Rok Gospodarczym 1959/1960, No 59, 1961, pp III-IV.
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POLISH, per, Cement-Wapno-Gips, Vol XVII/XXVII, No 7-8, 1962, pp 236-241. JPRS 15838

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical Chemik.


Investments in the Chemical Industry, by Stanislaw Zuczkiewicz, 7 pp, (pp 239-241).


Administrating Repair Work in New Chemical Plants, by Jerzy Wisniowski, 10 pp, (pp 267-268).

New Threat To Our Waters -- Salinity, by Jan Paluch, 6 pp, (pp 269-271).

Organizational Problems in District Network Offices and Emergency Crew Posts Based on Operational Tests, by Leszek Gorski, 8 pp.
POLISH, per, Energetyka, Vol XVI, No 7, 1962, pp 193-196. JPRS 16080

POLISH, per, Energetyka, Vol XVI, No 7, 1962, pp 196-198. JPRS 16080

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical Gospodarka Planowa.
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Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Gospodarka Planowa. (Contd)

No 5, 1962.
Procedure and Methods for Drafting the National Economic Plan for 1963, by Edward Szymanski, Michal Wolski, 7 pp, (pp 7-10).


No 8, 1962


Polish Copper, by Z. Perzynski, 6 pp.
POLISH, per, Horyzonty Techniki, No 7, 1962, pp 6-9.

Two New Pipe Manufacturing Plants, by Stanislaw Kawinski, 8 pp.

Feasibility and Purposefulness of Separating Anthracite Coal From Coking Charge Coal at the "Victoria" Coal Mine, by Czeslaw Kozlowski, Zygfryd Nowak, 13 pp.
POLISH, per, Koks-Smola-Gas, No 4, 1962, pp 133-139.

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Mechanik.


New Models of Knee Type Milling Machines in Poland, by Z. Grzelak, J. Gaciag, 5 pp, (pp 249-250).
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Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Mechanik. (Contd)

New Tools and Instruments Manufactured by the
Precision Products Manufacturing Plant (FWP)
in Warsaw, by Jozef Kosinski, 5 pp, (pp 263-266).

New Heavy Duty Machine Tools Manufactured by
the Mechanical Equipment Works in Poreba, by

No 8, 1962, pp 425-429.
Quality Assessment of Polish Sintered Carbides,
by Boleslaw Zacharzewski, 18 pp.

Basic Development Trends of Gdansk Region in 1961-1980,
by Jerzy Kolodziejski, 10 pp.

Difficult Problems in Polish Motorization, by
Aleksander Marian Rostocki, 9 pp.
POLISH, per, Motoryzacja, Vol XVII, No 7-8, 1962,
pp 175-178.

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Nafta.

Vol XVIII, No 6, 1962.
The Activity of the Oil Mines, National Enterprise,
in 1961, 14 pp, (pp 166-169).

Long-Range Plans for the Development of Drilling-
Machinery and Equipment Factories, by J. Ojnar,
6 pp, (pp 173-174).

No 7, 1962.
Government Resolution No. 60/62 Concerning the
Development of the Petroleum Industry, by J. Wojnar,
5 pp, (pp 179-180).

How the Long-Range Plan for Development of the
Petroleum Industry Came Into Being, by Jozef Wojnar,
17 pp, (pp 180-187).

Most Recent World Achievements in Turbo-Drilling
and Possibilities of Their Application in Drilling
in Poland, by Ludwik Szostak, 4 pp, (pp 191-193).
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Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Nafta, (Contd)


No 8, 1962. 
Thickness of Bottom Conglomerates of Miocene and Its Relation to Total Thickness of Autochthonous Miocene in the Cieszyn-Bielsko Region, by Konrad Konior, 8 pp, (pp 207-210).

Drilling Pipe Standards, by Albin Kalinski, 10 pp, (pp 211-214).

Mechanization or Automation of Computations at the Mazowsze Refinery and Petrochemical Units in Plock, by Wiktork Szklarzyszyk, 8 pp, (pp 224-228).

Agricultural Machinery in Agricultural Circles, by Roman Waclawski, 24 pp.
POLISH, per, Nowe Drogi, No 5, 1962, pp 152-159.


Power Situation in Poland and Its Immediate Perspectives, by Wacław Fiszer, 9 pp.
POLISH, per, Nowe Drogi, Vol XVI, No 8, 1962, pp 128-134.

POLISH, per, Nowe Rolnictwo, No 15, 1962, pp 4-8.

Tree Planting in Poland in 1962, by Józef Lkiert, 5 pp.
POLISH, per, Polski Las, Vol XXXVI, No 17, 1-15 Sep 1962, pp 1-5.
Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Przeglad Gorniczy.

No 6, 1962, pp 347-354.
Evaluation of the Profitability of Exploitation
of Coal Deposits, by Jerzy Ambrozy, 16 pp.

No 7-8, 1962.
Very Deep Mining in Poland, by K. Dziunikowski,
12 pp, (pp 412-416).

Effect of Coal Face Output Concentration on Cost,
by Eugeniusz Markiewicz, 10 pp, (pp 429-432).

Automatic Regulation of Sand-Removing Hydrocyclones,
by Zygmunt Pindel, 9 pp, (pp 439-442).

Role of Assortment in the Development of Coal
Exportation, by Roman Zukowski, 6 pp,
(pp 447-449)

Radio Communication for Underground Mining, by
Lucjan Sobkowiak, 10 pp, (pp 453-459).

Evaluation of 1961 Plan Fulfillment for Rolling Stock
Repairs, by Janusz Przomylski, 8 pp.
POLISH, per, Przeglad Kolejowy Mechaniczny, Vol XIV,
No 8, 1962, pp 236, 245-246.

Five-Year Plan for Rail Passenger Car Improvement, by
Tadeusz Wagner, 8 pp.
POLISH, per, Przeglad Kolejowy Mechaniczny, Vol XIV,

Modernization of Railroad Freight Cars in the Long-
Range Plan, by Czeslaw Goscilowicz, 10 pp.
POLISH, per, Przeglad Komunikacyjny, Vol I, No 8,
1962, pp 298-301.

Cooperation in Bus and Rail Transportation, by
Leon Tarajkowicz, 7 pp.
POLISH, per, Przeglad Komunikacyjny, Vol I, No 8,
1962, pp 305-308.

The Sequence Method of Program Control of Machine
POLISH, per, Przeglad Mechaniczny, No 14,
25 Jul 1962, pp 426-430.
POLISH, per, Przegląd Mechaniczny, No 16, Aug 1962, pp 489-494.

Production of Steel, by Adam Stupnicki, 5 pp.
POLISH, per, Przegląd Techniczny, No 28, 15 Jul 1962, p 5.

The Solina Dam and Hydro-Electric Station, by Henryk Stasikowski, 5 pp.
POLISH, per, Przegląd Techniczny, No 34, 26 Aug 1962, p 6.

The Keys to Steel, by Adam Bronikowski, 5 pp.
POLISH, per, Przegląd Techniczny, No 38, 1962, p 5.

Standardization of Synthetic Products, by Tadeusz Kintzel, Tadeusz Wisniewski, 8 pp.
POLISH, per, Przemysł Chemiczny, No 8, 1962, pp 446-449.


Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical Wiadomosci Elektrotechniczne.


Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical Wiadomosci Elektrotechniczne. (Contd)


New Electric Mining Apparatuses of the "Helma" Electrical Engineering Works in Bydgoszcz, by Zdzislaw Audicky, 6 pp, (pp 144-147).


New Products of the G. Dynitrow Works in Warsaw, by Zbigniew Okraszewski, 5 pp, (pp 152-155).

Coaxial Cables of the H. Buczka Cable Works in Ozarow, by Jerzy Machlejd, 5 pp, (pp 159-161).


Electrochemical Sources of Current and Equipment for Their Control, by Zdzislaw Zietkiewicz, 8 pp, (pp 163-167).

Survey of Production of the Factory That Builds Machines for Assembly of Electric Lamps and Tubes, 5 pp, (pp 170-172).

Vol XXX, No 6, 1962.


Commission of Brancé Coordination at the Union of Enterprises for Electric Assembly ("Elektromontaz") Jobs, by Roman Zaleski, 6 pp, (pp 219, 220).


Automation in Coal Mines and Its Development Trends, 8 pp, (pp 225-228).
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Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Wiadomosci Gornicze, Vol XIII, No 7-8, 1962. (Contd) JPRS 15484

Mechanization of Shortwalls in the Mine "Boleslaw Smialy", by Boguslaw Soltys, 6 pp, (pp 241-245).

Economics of High-Speed Galleries on the Basis of Results at the "Boleslaw Smialy" Mine, by Tadeusz Szechowicz, Marian Kamionka, 5 pp, (pp 246, 247).

Supply and Transport of Gaseous Coking Coal to the Coke Plant, by Tadeusz Rzebik, 11 pp.
POLISH, per, Wiadomosci Hutnicze, No 7-8, 1962, pp 237-241. JPRS 16184

POLISH, per, Wiadomosci Hutnicze, No 7-8, 1962, pp 241-247. JPRS 16184

Problems in the Development of Rural Areas in Poland, by Artur Bodnar, 34 pp.
POLISH, per, Wies Nspolczesna, No 6, 1962, pp 31-45. JPRS 15791

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Zycie Gospodarcze.

Vol XVII, No 30/567, 29 Jul 1962, pp 1, 2. JPRS 15394
Tasks of Economics and Organization of Production and Labor, by Eugeniusz Szyr, 10 pp.

Vol XVII, No 32/569, 12 Aug 1962. JPRS 15791
Investment Conditions in the PGR, by Karol Szwarc, 7 pp, (p 5).

Sources of Shortcomings in the Construction Industry, by Stefan Frenkel, 5 pp, (p 3). JPRS 15575

Durable Goods Market, by Teresa Palaszewska, 8 pp, (p 4). JPRS 15394

Vol XVII, No 35/572, 2 Sep 1962, p 3. JPRS 15575
Mechanization of Transport Loading Operation., by Anatol Siolezniew, 6 pp.

ROMANIAN, per, Constructorul, Vol XIV, No 659, 25 Aug 1962, pp 2, 3. JPRS 16084
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RUMANIAN, np, Constructorul, Vol XIV, No 662, 15 Sep 1962, pp 1 and 3.


Activities of the Financial Control Bodies in Romania, 9 pp.
RUMANIAN, np, Finante si Credit, No 7, 1962, pp 52-61.

Instructions No 3 of the State Bank, 28 May 1962, Concerning the Extension of Credit to State and Cooperative Commercial Enterprises and Organizations, 29 pp.
RUMANIAN, np, Finante si Credit, No 8, 1962, pp 1-26.

RUMANIAN, np, Finante si Credit, No 8, 1962, pp 3-16.

Selected Articles From the Rumanian Newspaper Gazeta Finantelor.


No 478, 5 Sep 1962, pp 1-6.

No 479, 12 Sep 1962, pp 1-2.

No 480, 19 Sep 1962, pp 4, 5.
Realization of the Commodity Circulation Plan by Rural Cooperatives, by Virgil Musetescu, 6 pp.
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Increased Supplies of Raw Materials for the Textile Industry as a Result of the Collectivization of Agriculture, 8 pp.


Educational Requirements for Raising the Level of Agriculture, by D. Davidescu, 20 pp.

Selected Articles From the Rumanian Periodical Probleme Economice.

No 7, 1962.


No 8, 1962.

Economic Importance of the Use of Synthetic Fibers in the Textile Industry, by M. Iarovici, M. Cosma, 15 pp, (pp 31-42).
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Selected Articles From the Rumanian Periodical Probleme Economice. (Contd)

No 9, 1962.


The Rumanian Railroads During the First Half of 1962, 6 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Revista Cailor Ferate, No 7, 1962, pp 329-330.

Continued Reduction of Fuel Consumption on Railroads is Essential, 6 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Revista Cailor Ferate, No 8, 1962, pp 393-394.


Technical Progress in the Dressing Installations of the Baia-Mare Mining Trust, by V. Vasilor, 10 pp, (pp 370-373).

Forest Pest Control in 1962, by A. Simionescu, 7 pp.


Selected Articles From the Rumanian Periodical Revista de Statistica.

No 6, 1962.

Statistical Indicators for the Volume of Products Consumed by the Population, by M. Vasilescu, 28 pp, (pp 3-17).
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Selected Articles From the Rumanian Periodical Revista de Statistica. (Contd)

No 6, 1962.

No 8, 1962.


Rapid Progress in the Construction of Dwellings, 6 pp, (pp 56-59).

RUMANIAN, np, Tehnica Noua, No 34, 22 Aug 1962, pp 2, 5.

Intensification of Metallurgical Processes in Blast Furnaces, by Dumitru Stanescu, 5 pp.
RUMANIAN, np, Tehnica Noua, No 37, 12 Sep 1962, pp 1, 2.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Technika i Gospodarka Morska, Vol XII, No 7-8, 1962.

Location Problems for New Marine Repair Yards, by Franciszek Krzyzanowski, 10 pp, (pp 209-212).


Development Possibilities for the Central Coast Ports, by Alfred Kienitz, Wojciech Bobakiewicz, 4 pp, (pp 224, 225).
Eastern Europe

Political

The Steel-Like Unity of the Albanian People Around the Albanian Workers Party in the Struggle For National Liberation and Socialism,
by Ndreci Plasari, 11 pp.
ALBANIAN, per, Rruga e Partise, Vol IX, No 9, 1962, pp 7-16.

In Step With Current Problems, by Gjika Trajani,
14 pp.

BULGARIAN, per, Filosofska Misul, No 3, May-Jun 1962, pp 54-65.

Bulgarian Decree on Improving State Leadership in Science, 24 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Narodna Armiya, Vol XIX, No 4352, 28 Sep 1962, pp 1, 3, 4.

BULGARIAN, per, Pravna Misul, No 3, May-Jun 1962, pp 118-127.

Proletariat and Bureaucracy, by Ljudonir Tadic,
36 pp.

Three Misunderstandings, by Jan Rozner, 7 pp.
CZECH, per, Kulturny Zivot, No 38, 22 Sep 1962, p 8.

Vigilance and Constant Strengthening of the Principles of Democratic Centralism, by Oldrich Pavlovsky, 8 pp.
CZECH, per, Zivot Strany, No 16, Aug 1962, pp 974-978.

Strengthening the International Socialist Division of Labor, by Zdenek Puček, 7 pp.
CZECH, per, Zivot Strany, No 18, Sep 1962, pp 1105-1108.

The Role of Trade Unions in the Building of a Mature Socialist Society, by Frantisek Zupka, 7 pp.
CZECH, per, Zivot Strany, No 19, Oct 1962, pp 1159-1162.
Eastern Europe

Military

Excerpts From the Book "Our Peoples' Navy."
Navy Tr 3274
BuShips 783

The Armed Forces and the Militia in East Germany, by Fritz Kopp, 12 pp.
GERMAN, per, SBZ Archiv, No 14, 1961, pp 213-217.
JPRS 15854

ROMANIAN, per, Vista Militara, No 9, 1961, 1 pp.
ACSI I-1488
ID 2198553

Sociological

ALBANIAN, per, Rruga e Partise, Vol IX, No 9, Sep 1962, pp 26-34.
JPRS 15836

People's Universities, by Rosa Koritorova, 6 pp.
JPRS 15185

For Additional Achievements in Building the School of Communism, by Iliya Tacheff, 13 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Narodna Prosveta, No 8, 1962, pp 3-11.
JPRS 15947

Concerning the Educational Role and Significance of the Socially Useful Work of Elementary School Students, by Alexander Madzaroff, 10 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Narodna Prosveta, No 8, 1962, pp 42-49.
JPRS 15947

Regulations Concerning the Assigning, Transferring, and Retiring of Directors, Teachers, and Educators in Schools and Other Educational Institutions, by Macho Papazov, 19 pp.
BULGARIAN, np, Uchitelsko Delo, 8 Jun 1962, pp 3, 4.
JPRS 15185

JPRS 16004

Implementation of Reforms in Advanced Schools, by H. F., 6 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Jugoslovenski Preglad, No 5, 1962, pp 223-234.
JPRS 16004
Eastern Europe
Sociological (Contd)

Innovations in the Health Insurance System,
by V. Micic, 6 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Nova Administracija, No 5,
1962, pp 398-402.

Some Social-Ethical Aspects of the Reform of
the General-Education Schools, by Obrad Pejanovic,
12 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Pregled, No 4-5, 1962, pp 257-267.

Student Loans, 4 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Prosvjetna Dokumentacija, No 3-4,

Selected Articles From the Croatian Periodical
Socijalna Politika, No 6, 1962.

Gross Income and Personal Earnings in Health
Institutions, by Dusan Andjelkovic, 15 pp,
(pp 624-632).

Health Insurance of Craftsmen, by Milan Prelic,
9 pp, (pp 637-643).

Current Problems in the Anti-Alcoholism Campaign,
by Bozidar Vorkapic, 6 pp, (pp 643-647).

Reduction of the Sickness Rate -- A Social Task,
by Ernst Braun, Fritz Hagemann, 11 pp.
GERMAN, per, Statistische Praxis, No 8, 1962,
pp 203-206.

The Improvement of Education of Agricultural
Advanced School Cadres, by D. Spaar, H. Droste,
15 pp.
GERMAN, per, Z. fuer Agrarokonomik, No 8, 1962,
pp 225-230.

University Entrance Examinations, by Z. Z., 7 pp.
POLISH, per, Nowa Droga, No 9, Sep 1962, pp 134-139.

Chief Command of the Fire Department. Material
for the Basic Training of Grade 1 Fireman, OSP.

Statistics on Vocational Education (1937-1966),
by Ryszard Zegzdryn, 7 pp.
POLISH, per, Szkoia Zawodowa, No 4, 1962, pp 1-3.
Eastern Europe
Sociological (Contd)

Biological Education in the University During the Present Period, by Emil Popp, 19 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Lupta de Clasa, No 9, 1962, pp 48-62.

Combatting Mediocrity in the Rumanian Schools, by Constantin Rusu, 5 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Tribuna, No 27, 5 Jul 1962, p 8.

SERBIAN, per, Socijalna Politika, No 5, 1962, pp 483-491.
Economic

Suburban Traffic Planning Committee Report.

Report on the Activities of Industrial Plants.

FINNISH, rpt, Turun Kaupungin Teknilliset Laitokset (Kertonus vuodelta 1958), 1959, pp 6-12, 32-35, 38, 39, 41, 45, 50, 51. ACSI I-3011 ID 2211679

Gas Mains ETC in Helsinski, by B. Hogberg.
FINNISH, per, Rakennus Taite, Vol LVII, No 10, 1962, pp 405-410. *ACSI 1-5051 ID 2216512

Selected Articles From the Finnish Periodical Tielehti.

No 6, 1961, pp 32-35. *ACSI 1-5053 ID 2216514
On Road Conditions in the Construction District of Kuinuu, by Yrjo Karvonen.

Paving of Roads, by Bruno Niemi.

Vol XXXII, No 2, 1962. *ACSI 1-5055 ID 2216516
A. Helsinki's Motor and Main Road Plans, by Antii Koivu, (pp 10-12).


Comparison of Improvements Made in Various Continuous Billet Cogging Mills, by A. Poncelet.
FRANCE, per, Centre Documentation Siderygique Circulaire d'Informations Techniques, Vol XVIII, No 10, 1961, pp 2247-2262. *BISI E 3015

England's Foreign Trade and the Common Market, by L. Fedyakina, 1b pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Mirovaya Ekonomika i Mezhdunarodnyye Otnosheniya, No 8, 1962, pp 57-70. JPRS 16156
Western Europe
Political

Denmark's Opportunities Outside the Common Market, 6 pp.
DANISH, np, Land og Folk, Vol XXII, No 3, 8 Oct 1962, p 3. JPRS 15986

DANISH, np, SF, Vol IV, No 39, 28 Sep 1962, pp 4, 15. JPRS 15725

Denmark and the Common Market -- A Dissident Communist View, by Kai Moltke, 5 pp.
DANISH, np, SF, Vol IV, No 43, 26 Oct 1962, p 4. JPRS 16168

Communist Comments on Netherlands Labor Party's Stand on Peace and Neutrality, 10 pp.
DUTCH, np, De Waarheid, 25, 26 Sep 1962, p 3. JPRS 15826

Finland and the Common Markets, by Aimo Aaltonen, 7 pp.
FINNISH, np, Kansan Uutiset, No 268, 4 Oct 1962, p 4. JPRS 16013

Finnish Communists Demand Higher Wages, 5 pp.
FINNISH, np, Kansan Uutiset, No 275, 11 Oct 1962, p 5. JPRS 16036

Trotskites Complain of Treatment at Helsinki Festival, by D. Anderson, 7 pp.
FINNISH, per, Tilanne, No 9 (11), 1962, pp 352-357. JPRS 15660

Finnish Dissident Communists Comment on Swedish Book Opposing Sweden's Entry Into the Common Market, by Erkki Vala, 11 pp.
FINNISH, per, Tilanne, No 9 (11), 1962, pp 363-368. JPRS 15660

FRENCH, np, France Nouvelle, No 888, 24-30 Oct 1962, pp 15-16. JPRS 16116

Moscow Favors Italian Communist Party "Revisionism" Over French Communist Party "Orthodoxy", by Michel Bosquet, 6 pp.
FRENCH, per, L'Express, Vol X, No 587, 13 Sep 1962, pp 11-12. JPRS 15411

FRENCH, np, L'Humanite, No 5631, 5 Oct 1962, p 7. JPRS 15626
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FRENCH, np, L'Humanite, No 5632, 6 Oct 1962, pp 6, 7. JPRS 15798

FRENCH, per, La Nation Socialiste, No 59, 15 Oct 1962, pp 8-9. JPRS 15887

The Belgian Linguistic Dispute, by H. La Fragneuse, 9 pp.
FRENCH, per, Revue Militaire d'Information, Jan 1961. ACSI I-5074

UNIR Tells Communist Parties Throughout the World of Thorez Group's Autocratic Misdeeds, 7 pp.
FRENCH, per, Unir Pour Le Socialisme, No 119, Oct 1962, pp 8-9. JPRS 15934

FRENCH, per, Unir Pour Le Socialisme, No 119, Oct 1962, pp 10-11. JPRS 15934

FRENCH, per, La Voie Communiste, No 30, Oct 1962, p 16. JPRS 16168

GERMAN, per, Osteuropa, Vol XII, No 7, 1962, pp 459-467. JPRS 15984

Can Austria Reject the Common Market, 6 pp.
GERMAN, np, Volksstimme, No 238, 14 Oct 1962, p 23. JPRS 16013

Luxembourg: Common Market Assault on Workers Rights, by George Krausz, 7 pp.
GERMAN, np, Zeitung, No 224, 1 Oct 1962, p 6. JPRS 16013

Italian Socialist Comments on Italian Communist Party Theses, by Giovanni Pieraccini, 7 pp.
ITALIAN, np, Avantii, Vol LXVI, No 207, 6 Sep 1962, pp 1, 10. JPRS 15664

ITALIAN, per, Corrispondenza Socialista, Vol III, No 8/9, 1962, pp 418-423. JPRS 16020

Empty Propaganda at Helsinki Festival, 13 pp.
ITALIAN, per, Corrispondenza Socialista, Vol III, No 8/9, 1962, pp 437-440. JPRS 16020
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Source Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vittorelli</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occhetto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected Articles From the Italian Periodical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rinascita</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol XIX, No 11, 14 Jul 1962, pp 27, 28.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>JPRS 15143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hegel-Marx Relationship, by Lucio Colletti</td>
<td>8 pp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol XIX, No 12, 21 Jul 1962, pp 28, 29.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>JPRS 15143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome University Students' Contribution to the Discussion Among</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marxist Philosophers in Italy, by Michele Figurelli, Elio Mercuri</td>
<td>9 pp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol XIX, No 13, 28 Jul 1962.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>JPRS 15143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communism and Reformism, by Palmiro Togliatti, 6 pp, (p 28).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Objective Reality of Contradiction, by Nicola Badaloni, 6 pp, (p 28).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Selected Articles From the Italian Periodical
Rinascita. (Contd)

Vol XIX, No 19, 15 Sep 1962. 
Thesis for Tenth Italian Communist Party Congress Are Given First Reading, by Alessandro Natta, 7 pp, (pp 3,4).


Vol XIX, No 20, 22 Sep 1962. 
Italian Communist Party Discusses Its Theses, by Luca Puvolini, 6 pp, (pp 1,2).

Italian Communist Party Attitude Toward Common Market is Spelled Out, by "L. B.", 6 pp, (p 4).


Vol XIX, No 21, 29 Sep 1962. 
The Contradictions of Democracy, by Augusto Illuminati, 8 pp, (pp 7,8).

The Organization of the Party, by Renzo Trivelli, 7 pp, (p 8).

Elements of an Alternative to the European Common Market, by Eugenio Peggio, 9 pp, (pp 12,13).

Our Initiative and Responsibility, by Palmiro Togliatti, 7 pp, (pp 1,2).

The Italian Delegation's Position at the Economic Conference in Moscow, 27 pp, (pp 17-21).

Lelio Musso On Working-Class Unity, the Center-Left and Italian Communist Party Theses, 10 pp.

Italian Communist Youth Prepare for FGCI Congress, by Lanfranco Turci, 8 pp.
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Selected Articles From the Italian Newspaper L’Unita.

Theses for the 10th Congress of the Italian
Communist Party, 163 pp.

16 Sep 1962, pp 1, 13.
Italian Comrade Sereni Reports on Recent Moscow
Conference of Marxist Economists, 11 pp.

10 Oct 1962, pp 11.
Struggle for Peace and Struggle for Socialism,
by Antonio Galieri, 5 pp.

How to Guarantee the Unity of the Working Class,
by Antonio Ventura, 6 pp.

Luciano Lanza’s Report on the Common Market to
the Executive Committee of the CGIL, 6 pp.

The Party Cell and the Relationship Between Shop
Committees and Party Sections, by Mauro Bonucci,
10 pp.

Achievements and Tasks of Norwegian Politics, by Einar
Gerhardsen, 22 pp.
NORWEGIAN, rpt, Encl 1 to Desp A-155, AmEmbassy Oslo,
25 Sep 1962.

Draft Program of the Norwegian Socialist People’s
Party, 23 pp.
NORWEGIAN, np, Orientering, Vol X, No 33, 29 Sep 1962,
pp 3-6.

West Berlin is a Bridgehead of Sabotage Against
Peace, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Pravda, No 215(16071), 3 Aug 1962,
6 pp. 967839

Colombian Paper Derides Helsinki Youth Festival,
7 pp.
SPANISH, per, El Calendario, Vol VI, No 57,

Swedish Communist Gives Election Post-Mortem,
by Jan Kempe, 5 pp.
SWEDISH, np, Ny Dag, No 226, 29 Sep 1962, p 2.
Western Europe
Political (Contd)

Swedish of Organ Clamors for Better Propaganda Methods, by Sam Johanson, 5 pp.
SWEDISH, np, Ny Dag, No 228, 2 Oct 1962, p 2. JPRS 15848

Military

The Modernization of Field Artillery Equipment.
FINNISH, per, Sotulas Aikakauslehti, No 2, 1962, pp 56-62. *ACSI I-4078
ID 2211716

Tampella 47-mm Light Infantry Mortar, 12 pp.
FRENCH, rpt, Lance-Grenades Leger D'Infanterie Tampella de Calibre 47 m/m, 1953, pp 1-17. ACSI I-4079
ID 2211717

Conditions for the Promotion of NCOs and Officers of the Swiss Air Force and Antiaircraft Troops, 9 pp.
GERMAN, rpt, 20 Nov 1951-16 Jul 1962. AF 1501290

PORTUGUESE, rpt, Instituto de Altos Estudos Militares Curso De Estado-Maior, pp 1-123, 1959, Encl No 5 to R-76-59, Army Attache, Lisbon.
ACSI I-1668
ID 2112594

Western Berlin Is a Military Base of the NATO, 15 pp.

Swedish, Armored Weapons, Short History.
SWEDISH, per, Armee Nytt, No 8/9, 1958, pp 9-12. *ACSI I-6010
ID 2099926

Geographic

ACSI I-3016
ID 2211682

Human Geography, by Jean Brunhes.
Dept of Interior
100c B83hg
Western Europe
Sociological

Learning of, about Helsinki, by Eero Salola.
*ACSI I-5056
ID 2216517

GERMAN, per, Weg und Ziel, No 7/8, 1962, pp 535-545.
JPRS 15143

Shortcomings in the Theses on Women's Role at Home and at Work, by Marta Murotti, 5 pp.
JPRS 16168

The Party and Roman Catholics, by Mario Mancinelli, 5 pp.
JPRS 16168
MIDDLE EAST

Political

ARABIC, np, al-Ahram, 25 Aug 1962, p 7. JPRS 15728

ARABIC, per, al-Nabadi', Vol II, No 6, 1962, pp 4-21. JPRS 15760


Cyprus Communist Chief Warns Against Joining the Common Market, by E. Papaioannou, 11 pp.
GREEK, np, Kharavgi, 11 Sep 1962, pp 1, 3. JPRS 16190

Sociological

Achievements and Weaknesses of Tel-Aviv Hospital, by Z. Yoeli, 5 pp.
HEBREW, per, Davar, No 11330, 9 Sep 1962, p 3. JPRS 15943

Egyptian Professor of Pharmacognosy Visits Yugoslavia, by J. T., 5 pp.
SERBIAN, per, Arhiv Za Farmaciju, No 3, 1962, pp 190-192. JPRS 15943
Economic

The Economic Aggression of the Soviet Union in Sinkiang, 169 pp. (SF-2398)
CHINESE, bk, Taiwan, Nov 1959, pp 1-169. *JPRS

Land Reclamation Along the Manass River.
(SF-2397)
CHINESE, bk, Ch'u An-p'ing, Peking, 1956, 1-147 pp. *JPRS

Economic Plans and the Economic Geography of
the People's Communities. (NY-7311)
CHINESE, bk, Jen-min Kung-she Ch'ing-chi Kuei-hua

Ten Years of Liao-ning Province, 172 pp. (NY-7284)

Statistics on the Economic and Cultural Development
Achievements of the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region,
252 pp. (DC-8159)
CHINESE, bk, Nei-meng-ku Tzu-chih-chu Ch'ing-chi ho
Wen-hua Ch'ien-sha Ch'eng-chi ti T'ung-ch' i, Peking,
1960, pp 1-252. *JPRS

Agricultural Heritage Research Journal. (DC-8195)
CHINESE, bk, Nung-yeh I-ch'ang Yen-chiu Chi-k'an,
No 2, 1958, 1-246 pp. *JPRS

The Overseas Chinese Investment Company of Yunnan,
10 pp.
CHINESE, pamphlet, Yunnan-sheng Hua-ch'iao T'ou-tz
Kung-ssu Ch'eng-li Chi-nien, Kunming, 1958, pp 3-7. JPRS 15681

A brief Introduction on Factories and Mining
Enterprises in Yunnan Suitable for Overseas
Chinese Investments, 12 pp.
CHINESE, pamphlet, Yunnan-sheng Hua-ch'iao
T'ou-tzu Kung-ssu Ch'eng-li Chi-nien, Kunming, 1958, pp 24-33. JPRS 15681

Activities of Chinese Communist Personalities --
No 48.
CHINESE, np, Oct 1962. JPRS 16012

Activities of Chinese Communist Personalities --
No 49.
CHINESE, np, Oct 1962. JPRS 16108
Far East
Economic (Contd)

Activities of Chinese Communist Personalities --
No 52.
JPRS 16308

Communist Digest -- No 73.
CHINESE, nps, Jul, Aug, Sep 1962.
JPRS 15998

Translations From Chinese Newspapers on Communist
China's Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and Materials.
No 11, 8, 12, 14, 18 Sep 1962.
No 14, 26 Sep 1962, p 1.
No 15, Sep 1962.
No 16, 28 Sep 1962.
JPRS 15884
JPRS 16097
JPRS 16121
JPRS 16128

Translations on Communist China's Industry, Mining,
Fuels and Power -- No 13.
CHINESE, nps, 26, 28 Sep 1962, pp 1, 3.
JPRS 16098

Translations on Communist China's Trade, Finance,
Transportation and Communications -- No 21.
CHINESE, nps, Sep 1962.
JPRS 15885

Translations on Communist China's Trade, Finance,
Transportation and Communication -- No 25.
CHINESE, nps, 26 Sep, 1 Oct 1962, pp 2, 3.
JPRS 16099

Translations of Political and Sociological Information
on Communist China -- No 25.
CHINESE, nps, Sep 1962.
JPRS 16011

Translations of Political and Sociological Information
on Communist China -- No 26.
CHINESE, nps, 1, 4 and 5 Oct 62, pp 1, 6.
JPRS 16106

Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical
Ching-chi Yen-chiu.

No 2, 1961.
System of Comprehensive Financial Planning and Its
Internal Relationships, by Chi Ts'ai-ch'eng, 49 pp,
(pp 1-15).
JPRS 15775

On the "Three Guarantees and One Reward" System, by
Feng T'ien-fu, 50 pp, (pp 16-24).
JPRS 15776

Rural Household Subsidiary Industry Under the
Socialist System, by Chi Wei, 30 pp.
JPRS 15646
Far East
Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical
Ching-chi Yen-chiu. (Contd)

On the Role of State Taxes in the Nation's Present Stage, by Tu Hung-ju, Chu Fu-lin, 10 pp, (pp 1-9).


On the Problem of Balance Between Values -- Accumulation and Consumption Funds in Monetary Forms, and Use Values -- Accumulation and Consumption Funds in Material Forms, by Tung Fu-jeng, 13 pp, (pp 30, 37-51).


No 9, 17 Sep 1961, pp 7-12.
Several Problems on the Analysis of Economic Activities of Industrial Enterprises, by Chao Po, 20 pp.


Necessary Labor and Surplus Value, by Yuch Lung, 6 pp, (pp 49-52).

No 11, 17 Nov 1961.

Some Peiping Economic Workers and Theoreticians Hold Conference on how to Undertake Further Studies of the Problem of Socialist Reproduction, 5 pp, (pp 69, 70).

Agricultural Economic Study Units of Five Provinces Hold Conference to Discuss Problems of Rural Labor Forces and Economic Accounting in Rural People's Communes, by Huang Te-chi, 6 pp, (pp 68, 71-73).
Far East Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical Ching-chi Yen-chiu. (Contd)

No 12, 17 Dec 1961. JPRS 16038
A Preliminary Discussion of the Internal Relations Among the Ratios for Agriculture, Light Industry and Heavy Industry and of the Relations Between Consumption and Accumulation (Part 1), by Yang Chien-pai, 22 pp, (pp 11-21).

A Study of the Problem of Determining the Scope of Capital Construction and the Pace of its Development, by Hsiang Ching-ch'uan, 17 pp, (pp 22-30).

No 1, 1962. JPRS 16033
Concerning the Problem of the Circulation of the Means of Production Under the Socialist System, by Ching Wen, 33 pp, (pp 1-9).

A Preliminary Discussion of the Internal Relations Among the Ratios for Agriculture, Light Industry and Heavy Industry and of the Relations Between Consumption and Accumulation, (Part II), by Yang Chien-pai, 20 pp, (pp 10-21).


No 2, 17 Feb 1962. JPRS 15910
On Cost Categories in a Socialist Economy, by Yao Yuan, 37 pp, (pp 11-21).


Far East
Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical
Ching-chi Yen-chiu. (Contd)

No 3, 1962.
Investigation of the Economic Results of
Rotation of Wheat in Wu-king Area, by

JPRS 15696

Some Understandings on the Question of
Productive Force, by Cho Yuan, 22 pp, (pp 26-34)

JPRS 15772

Summary of Major Problems Discussed at the 1961
Meeting of the Shanghai Economic Society, 47 pp,
(pp 52-61).

JPRS 15645

No 4, 1962, pp 51-54.
The Problem of Distribution According to Labor
and Bourgeois Rights, by Ho Wei, 14 pp.

JPRS 15665

No 5, 1962.
A Preliminary Inquiry into the Economic
Benefits to Various Sectors of the National
Economy From Water Conservancy Keypoints of a
(pp 5-17).

JPRS 16065

Agricultural Labor Productivity in Excess of
What Is Needed for Each Worker Is the Basis of
All Societies, by Ts'ai Chung-chih, 49 pp,
(pp 18-29).

JPRS 16066

Notes on Das Kapital, by Chiang Hsueh-mo, 12 pp,
(pp 30-33).

JPRS 15666

A Summary of Important Problems Discussed at the
1961 Meeting of the Kwangtung Economic Society, by
Huang Chung-i, 9 pp, (pp 66, 67).

Annual Meeting of the Heilungkiang Economic
Society, by Chang Ch'en, 9 pp, (pp 68, 69).

No 6, 1962.
Economic Justifications in the Arrangements of
Hydroelectric Power Stations, by Jung Tung-ku,
33 pp, (p 13).

An Inquiry Into the Problems Concerning Further
Consolidation and Development of Mass Economic
Accounting, by Ch'en Ying-chien, Hu Shih-ching,
11 pp, (pp 27-33).
Far East
Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical
Ching-chi Yen-chiu. (Contd)

No 6, 1962.
An Inquiry Into the Problems Concerning Necessary
Labor and Surplus Labor Under the Socialist
System, by Tung Fu-jeng, 41 pp, (pp 34-44).

On the Problem of Methods for Compiling Commodity
Price Indices Under the Socialist System, by
Fang Ping-chu, 55 pp, (pp 45-53).

Economic Workers and Theorists From Hopeh and
Tientsin Hold Conference to Discuss Problems
of Economic Efficiency and Accounting Under
the Socialist System, by Ch'uan Jun, 37 pp,
(pp 60, 61).

Kiangsi College Discusses the Objectives of
World Economics Research, by Chia Lu, 5 pp,
(p 62).

No 7, 1962.
On the Handicraft Industry and Its Economic
Form, by Hu Jiuliang, Yuan Tai-hau, 47 pp, (pp 1-12).

Some Questions on the Socialist System of Ownership
by the Whole People, by Hu Chin-ien, Ch'en Chi-yuan,
21 pp, (pp 23-32).

A Preliminary Study Concerned with Several Problem
Labor Organization, by Yu Chang-ho, 18 pp,
(pp 33-44).

Some Problems on Labor Productivity Statistics,
by Lu Chi-lu, 9 pp, (pp 45-50).

Economic Research Institute of Amoy University
Discusses Problems of Socialist Differential
Ground Rent, by Shu Chien, 16 pp, (pp 67-69).

Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical
Hung Ch'i.

Effectively Raise the Industrial Enterprise
Labor Production Rate, by Hai Po, 25 pp.

No 18, 1962.
The Effect of Statistical Work in Socialism

Further Development of Green Fertilizer Production
in the South, by Chang Hsin-i, 29 pp, (pp 19-29).
Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical
Hung Ch'i. (Contd)

No 19, 1962.
The Bright Future of the Support of Agriculture by Scientific Technique, by Ch'ien Hsueh-sen, 7 pp, (pp 15-17).
Felicitous Prosperity, by Hua Lo-keng, 7 pp, (pp 26, 21).
The Local Opera and the Harvest, by Chao Shu-li, 8 pp, (pp 24-26).
Li Ta-kuei (2621 1129 6311) Invited to National Day Celebration, by Chou Li-po, 20 pp, (pp 27-31).
Discussion on Progress of the Piece-Work System, by Li Wen-ting, 6 pp.
Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical Shui-yun.
No 6, 1962.
Notes on Water Transport Charges, 6 pp, (p 34).
Interpretation of Rail-Water Through Transport Rules, 8 pp, (pp 39, 40)
Regulations Governing the Towing of Timber (Bamboo) Rafts on the Yangtze River, 5 pp, (p 40).
No 8, 1962.
Loading and Unloading by Shipment Owners, 9 pp, (pp 37, 38).
Far East
Economic (Contd)

Great Progress on Chinese Railroads Grosse, by
Teng Tai-yuan, 5 pp.
GERMAN, per, Deutsche Eisenbahn Technik, 1 Jan 1959,
pp 12-14. 
ACS1 I-1676
ID 2203210

INDONESIAN, laws, Enclosures to DESP A-273,
AmEmbassy, Djakarta, 27 Sep 1962. 

Indonesian Socialism and the Condition for Its
Implementation, by D. N. Aidit, 87 pp.
INDONESIAN, document, Sosialisme Indonesia
JPRS 16014

For Further Development and Strengthening of the
KOREAN, per, Kulloja, No 10, 5 Jul 1962, pp 38-42.
JPRS 15777

The Cost of Industrial Products, by Kim Chi-kyun,
8 pp.
JPRS 15777

Guidance of the Rural Economy by Kun Party Committees,
by Yi Yo-jun, 19 pp.
KOREAN, per, Kulloja, No 12, Aug 1962, pp 17-22.
JPRS 16170

Need for Full Exploitation of Revenue Sources,
by Ch. Battogtow, 6 pp.
JPRS 15844

A Need to Build and Maintain More Highways and
Bridges, by G. Jigliy, 5 pp.
JPRS 15844

Certain Problems of Improvement of Agricultural
Wages, by N. Lhagbajab, 11 pp.
MONGOLIAN, per, Namyn Am'dral, No 5, 1962, pp 20-25.
JPRS 15654

Selected Articles From the Mongolian Newspaper
Unen.

1 Aug 1962, p 2.
Cash Wage System, by S. Gombodoo, 6 pp.
JPRS 15571

7 Aug 1962, pp 2, 3.
Agricultural Production Must be Intensified,
by L. Samjid, 6 pp.
JPRS 15571
Selected Articles From the Mongolian Newspaper Unen. (Contd)

8 Aug 1962, p 3.

JPRS 15571

Steps to Improve the Quality of Industrial Products, 8 pp.

JPRS 15571

22 Aug 1962, p 1.
Measures for Efficient Harvesting, 6 pp.

JPRS 15571

4 Sep 1962.
Quality of Products, 5 pp, (p 1).
Land Organization in Agriculture, by D. Jamts, 5 pp. (p 2).

JPRS 15988

Repairing Machines and Equipment at Local Sugar Plants, by Le Xuan An, 8 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Cong Nghiep Nhe, No 6, 1962, pp 2-4.

JPRS 15341

VIETNAMESE, per, Cong Nghiep Nhe, No 6, 1962, pp 27-29.

JPRS 15341

VIETNAMESE, per, Hoc Tap, No 8, 1962.

JPRS 15989

Good Financial Management to Help Speed up Our Socialist Industrialization, by Dao Thien Thi, 12 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Hoc Tap, No 8, 1962, pp 33-38.

JPRS 15670

Selected Articles From the Vietnamese Newspaper Nhan Dan.

Lower Cost and Better Quality, by Phan Khue, 8 pp.

JPRS 15707

29, 30 Aug 1962, p 2.
Agricultural Production in Mountain Areas, 11 pp.

JPRS 15707

9 Sep 1962, p 3.
Lessons Drawn From the Conference of High-Caliber Architects, by Hoang Minh, 5 pp.

JPRS 16171
Selected Articles From the Vietnamese Newspaper Nhan Dan. (Contd)

16 Sep 1962, p 6.
Our Roads, by Nguyen Hung, Thuong Toan, 6 pp.

21 Sep 1962, p 2.
To Understand Clearly the Agricultural Production in the Mountain Areas, by Phan Quang, 5 pp.

22 Sep 1962, p 3.

24 Sep 1962, p 2.

28 Sep 1962, p 3.
Reorganize Units A and B at Construction Sites, by Phan Khue, 5 pp.

What Results Does Industry Bring About?, by Le Chi Tiet, 6 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Thoi Su Pho Thong, No 13, July 1962, pp 6-10.

VIETNAMESE, per, Thoi Su Pho Thong, No 15, August 1962, pp 8-12.

Improvement of Labor Tools, by Le Ve, 5 pp.

Political

Strengthen the Work of Social Supervision and Reform, Further Consolidate the People's Democratic Dictatorship, by Wang Chao-sheng, 12 pp.
CHINESE, per, Cheng-fa Yen-chiu, No 1, 1962, pp 41-44.
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A Brief Discussion of the Structure of *Das Kapital* and Its Significance to the Socialist Portion of Political Economy, by Ho Chien-chang, 46 pp.


Kuo Mo-jo's Letters to Youths, by Kuo Mo-jo, 10 pp.

CHINESE, per, Chung-kuo Ch'ing-nien, No 15/16, 16 Aug 1962, pp 7-8.

Does the Presenting of Personal Views Constitute Individualism, by Fu Keng, 5 pp.

CHINESE, per, Chung-kuo Ch'ing-nien, No 15/16, 16 Aug 1962, p 31.

Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical Hung Ch'i.

No 17, 1962.

The Korean People's Glorious Achievement in the Construction of Socialism, by Hao Te-ch'ing, 17 pp, (pp 18-23).

The Truth of the So-Called "Special Warfare", by Ch'en Yuan, 10 pp, (pp 30-34).

No 18, 1962.

The Great Victory of the Laotian People, by Yu Chao-li, 20 pp, (pp 1-8).

Behind "Interdependence" by Szu Mu, 12 pp, (pp 9-12).

Objectivity in Observation, by Hung Yen-lin, 11 pp, (pp 30-33).

No 19, 1962.

A Communiqué of the 10th Plenary Session of the 8th Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party, 6 pp, (pp 1-5).

The Newborn Strength of the People is Invincible -- in Commemoration of the Great 13th Anniversary of the Establishment of the People's Republic of China, 18 pp, (pp 6-11).

Some Pleasant Thoughts on the Study of History, by Ch'en Yuan, 11 pp, (pp 12-14).

Many Happy Returns, by Lao She, 9 pp, (pp 22-24).

Far East
Political (Contd)

Activities of History Study in China, by Huang Pi-jung, 8 pp.
CHINESE, per, Li-shih Yen-chiu, No 4, 15 Aug 1962, pp 161-163.

Hand Down From Generation to Generation the Excellent Tradition of the People's Liberation Army, by Ch'ien Ti-chien, 10 pp.
CHINESE, per, Shih-shih Shou-tse, No 14, 16 Jul 1962, pp 4-7.

Important Events During the Half-Month, 11 pp.

D. N. Aidit at the Cadre Course of the FN: To Promote Unity of Action we Should Think as One and be of One Heart With Respect to Important Matters, 10 pp.

Selected Articles From the Japanese Newspaper Akahata.

6 Sep 1962, p 3.
Akahata Reviews the Sohyo Convention, 20 pp.

No 4293, 12 Sep 1962, pp 5-6.
Secretary General Miyamoto's Conclusion at the National Conference of Chiefs of Organization and Organ Paper Departments, by Miyamoto, 13 pp.

17 Sep 1962.
Let us Correctly Promote the Movement Against Atomic and Hydrogen Bombs, by Uchino Takechiyo, 12 pp, (p 2).

Japan Communist Party's Attitude Toward Soviet Nuclear Testing, 8 pp, (pp 4, 5).

30 Sep 1962, p 1.
Tense Situation in the Japan-South Korea Talks and the Pressing Need to Reopen Joint Struggles Against the Japan-US Security Treaty, 5 pp.

Ideological Work Must be Brought Closer to Life,
6 pp.  

Conference of Ideological Workers, by Ts. Namsrai,
5 pp.  
MONGOLIAN, np, Unen., 12 Sep 1962, p 2.  

MONGOLIAN, np, Unen., 14 Sep 1962, p 1.  

The New Year of the Party Instructive Lessons,
5 pp.  
MONGOLIAN, np, Unen., 16 Sep 1962, p 1.  

Decrees of the North Korean Government and
RUSSIAN, per, Novaya Koraya, No 10, Oct 1957.  

The Current Stage of Political, Economic, and
Cultural Construction in Tibet, by Yu. I. Zhuravlev,
14 pp.  
RUSSIAN, per, Sovet Etnografiya, No 4, 1958,
pp 62-73.  

The People's Court of North Korea, by Kim Dya Yur,
13 pp.  
RUSSIAN, per, Sovetskoye Gosudarstvo I Pravo,

Selected Articles From the Vietnamese Periodical
Hoc Tap, No 8, 1962.  

Development of the Heroic Traditions of the
August Revolution, Stepping up of the Socialist
Revolution in the North, and Construction of the
North into a Strong and Stable Basis for the
Struggle for the Unification of the Fatherland,
21 pp, (pp 1-8).  

Let us Strengthen the Unity of Nationalities
Peoples and Help the Mountain Region Keep up
with the Delta Region, by Le Quang Ha, 10 pp,
(pp 9-14).  

Thai-meo Autonomous Zone Struggles to Carry
out Slogan: To Make the Mountain Region Keep
up with the Delta Region and the Minority
Nationalities With the Majority Nationalities,
by Binh Phuong, 14 pp, (pp 15-23).  
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Far East
Political (Contd)

Experiences of the Building of a Party Base in the North-West, by To The Bang, 6 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Nhan Dan, 14 Sep 1962, p 2. JPRS 16171

Study To Be a Worker, by Van Trong, 5 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Nhan Dan, 26 Sep 1962, p 3. JPRS 16171

More Leadership in the Political Training of Rural Party Members, by Dao Duy Tung, 6 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Nhan Dan, 26 Sep 1962, p 2. JPRS 16171

Military

Tibetan Marches, by Andre Pigot.

Defense Production of Japan.

JPRS 16171

Geographic

Geological Gazetter of the Ch'i-lien Mountains. (DC-8204)
CHINESE, bk, Ch'i-lien Shan Ti-chih Chih, Peking, Vol I, pp 1-329. *JPRS

Geological Gazetter of the Ch'i-lien Mountains. (DC-8204)
CHINESE, bk, Ch'i-lien Shan Ti-chih Chih, Peking, Vol IV, pp 1-162. *JPRS

A Regional Stratigraphic List for China. (DC-8197)
CHINESE, bk, Chung-kuo Chu-yu Ti-ts'eng Piao, Peking, 1958, pp 1-190. *JPRS
Far East Geographic (Contd)

The Geology of China. (NY-7313)

CHINESE, bk, Pei-ching Shih Chieh-hsiang Ming-ch'eng-lu, Peking, Apr 1958, pp 1-497.


Sociological

CHINESE, bk, T'ieh-lu Tz'u-tien, 1960, pp 1-560.

CHINESE, per, Chien-chu Hsueh-pao, No 1, 1962, pp 2-4.

CHINESE, per, Chien-chu Hsueh-pao, No 1, 1962, pp 5-7.

Be Serious About Your Own Marital Problem, by Yang Hsiu, 9 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-kuo Ch'ing-nien, No 15/16, 16 Aug 1962, pp 21-22.

Science Students Should Also Pay Attention to Their Writing, by Hou Jen-chih, 8 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-kuo Ch'ing-nien, No 17, 1 Sep 1962, pp 11, 12.

A Discussion With Parents on Fostering Good Study Habits in Children, by Chi Hui, 9 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-kuo Fu-nu, No 9, 1962, pp 1, 2.

Teaching by Example, by Wu Chieh-min, 9 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung Ch'i, No 17, 1962, pp 14-17.
On the Arranging and Revision of Traditional Plays, by Kuo Han-ch'eng, 16 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung Ch'i, No 18, 1962, pp 34-41.

The Strengthening of the Core Positions in Rural Areas, by Yi Chae-yong, 19 pp.
KOREAN, per, Kulloja, No 12, Aug 1962, pp 10-16.

The Role of Literature and Arts in the Formation of the New Communist Type of Persons, by Yi Sang-t'ae, 10 pp.
KOREAN, per, Kulloja, No 12, Aug 1962, pp 29-32.

Selected Articles From the Korean Periodical Tang Saop, Aug 1962.

To Further Raise the Proficiency of Communist College Students in Their Studies, by Han Hu, 11 pp, (pp 9-13).

Some Problems in Party Guidance for Cadres Who Are Students in Correspondence Courses, by Han Kiho, 7 pp, (pp 14-18).

The Objective in the Education of Cadre is Conscientious Personalized Instruction, by Pak Jaemyong, 8 pp, (pp 25-30).

MONGOLIAN, per, Min-ch'u Tuan-chieh, Aug 1962, pp 6-9.

Communist Education of the Young Generation, by D. Damjants, 9 pp.
MONGOLIAN, np, Unen, 5 Sep 1962, pp 2, 3.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Sovet Etnografiya.


Far East
Sociological (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Sovet Etnografiya. (Contd)

No 3, May - Jun 1957, pp 118-127.
A Visit With the Ch'uang-Miao (Reminiscences of a Russian Orientalist), 15 pp.

No 2, 1958, pp 156-172.

No 4, 1958, pp 171-177.

No 4, Jul - Aug 1959.
The Economic and Social Relations of the Chingpo, by G. G. Stratanovich, 19 pp, (pp 67-85).

Some Information Obtained From Chinese Sources on the Ethnography of the Tanguts, by Ye. I. Kychanov, 12 pp, (pp 110-115).

Peoples of Asia Beyond the Border -- Ethnic Cartography in the Peoples' Republic of China, by S. I. Bruk, 8 pp, (pp 147-152).

History and Modern Background of the Chuang People in Kwangsi Province, by R. F. Its, 6 pp, (pp 150-152).


We Must Further Our Efforts to Raise the Quality and Develop the Use of the Cultural Supplementation Movement, by Le Huyen, 10 pp.

Construction of New Schools, by Hoang Minh, 6 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Nhan Dan, 1 Sep 1962, No 3082, p 3.
LATIN AMERICA

Economic

LD Steelworks at Monlevade (Brazil), by A. Ristow.
GERMAN, per, Stahl und Eisen, Vol LXXX, 7 Jan 1960, pp 47-49.

Difficulties of the Cuban Sugar Industry, by
Alfredo Menendez Cruz, 15 pp.
SPANISH, per, Cuba Socialista, Vol II, No 12, Aug 1962, pp 1-17.

Socialist Competition in Cuba, 46 pp.
SPANISH, np, hoy, 4 Oct 1962, pp 6, 7.

Creation of the State Sector in Cuba’s Economy,
by O. Oltyanu, 20 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Mirovaya Ekonomika i Mezhdunarodnyye

Livestock Raising in Cuba, by P. C. Vlasov, 10 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Zhivotnovodstvo, No 10, 1962, pp 89-93.

Political

Chilean Christian Democrats Comment on Communist
Party Plenum, 6 pp.

The First Congress of the Cuban Women’s Federation
(CWF) Criticizes its Work, 15 pp.
SPANISH, np, hoy, 30 Sep 1962, p 7.

Draft By-Laws of the Federation of Cuban Women,
18 pp.
SPANISH, np, Revolucion, 18 Sep 1962, p 6.

Draft Program of the Federation of Cuban Women,
11 pp.
SPANISH, np, Revolucion, 18 Sep 1962, pp 6, 8.

Military

Progress Made by the Film Section of the Ministry
of the Revolutionary Armed Forces, by Ruben Castillo
Ramos, 10 pp.
SPANISH, per, Bonemba, 7 Sep 1962, pp 40-43.
Latin America
Sociological
Pablo Neruda Replies to Pastoral Letter of Chilean Bishops, by Pablo Neruda, 22 pp.
SPANISH, np, El Siglo, 14 Oct 1962, pp 14-17. JPRS 16182

WORLD WIDE

Economic

The Bourgeois Theories of Economic Integration, by A. Frunkin, 14 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Mirovaya Ekonomika i Mezhdunarodnyye Otnosheniya, No 8, 1962, pp 45-56. JPRS 16156

RUSSIAN, per, Mirovaya Ekonomika i Mezhdunarodnyye Otnosheniya, No 8, 1962, pp 71-83. JPRS 16156

Political

Concerning the National Democratic State, by B. Dimitrov, 16 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Filosofska Misul, No 4, 1962, pp 91-102. JPRS 16179

FINNISH, np, Kansan Uutiset, No 274, 10 Oct 1962, pp 4, 5. JPRS 16168

The European Economic Community and the Workers Life, by Yutaka Watanabe, 6 pp.
JAPANESE, np, Akahata, 3 Sep 1962, p 4. JPRS 15723

East, West, and the Neutral Countries, by Dag Seierstad, 6 pp.
NORWEGIAN, np, Orientering, Vol X, No 31, 15 Sep 1962, p 8. JPRS 15552

The Third Standpoint, by Knut Loefnes, 6 pp.
NORWEGIAN, np, Orientering, Vol X, No 32, 22 Sep 1962, p 4. JPRS 15552

RUSSIAN, per, Mirovaya Ekonomika i Mezhdunarodnyye Otnosheniya, No 8, 1962, pp 33-44. JPRS 16155
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SCIENTIFIC

Aeronautics


Synchrophasing of Propeller Blades of Multi-Engine Aircraft by Automation, by O. B. Vlasov-Vlasuk, 35 pp. RUSSIAN, bk, Avtomaticheskiye Regulirovaniye Aviadvigately, Oboroniz, Sbornik No 4, Moscow, 1962, pp 54-70, 9676840

Methods of Selection and Approximate Calculation of Air Design Parameters, by A. L. Gimmelfarba, 110 pp. RUSSIAN, bk, Trudy Instituta Moskovskiy Ordena Lenina Aviatsionnyy Institut Imeni Sergei Ordzhonikidze, Metody Priblizhennykh i Vybora Parametrov pri Proyektirovanii Samoletov, Moscow, No 138, 1961, 100 pp. 9676841

Mixing of Jets in a Channel of Variable Cross Section, by O. V. Yakovlevskiy. RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Otdel Tekh Nauk, Tekh i Mash, No 1, 1962, pp 66-72.

Problems of the Aerodynamics of Helicopter Lifting Rotors, 155 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Moskovskiy Ordena Lenina Aviatsionnyy Institut Imeni Sergei Ordzhonikidze, 1961, 141 pp. 9660814

Antonov An-24 on Airlines of Aeroflot, by Vaclav Nemec. CZECHI, per, Kridla Vlasti, 1962, pp 370, 371. 9660818

Scientific Aeronautics (Contd)


Astronomy


Biology

The Distribution of Plankton in the Pacific Ocean and its Relation to Geographical Zonation, by V. G. Bogorov, K. V. Beklemishev, et al. RUSSIAN. Dept of Interior GC1 E57 No 19

The Feeding and Growth of Young Gadoid Fishes in the Coastal Zone of the Eastern Murman, by N. V. Mironova. RUSSIAN, bk, Moscow, 1956, 72 pp. Dept of Interior SH211 E82 No 396
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The Biology and Fishery of the Gulf of Onega Herring, by A. A. Mikhailovskaya. 
RUSSIAN, bk, 1962, 18 pp.


RUSSIAN, bk, Metody Issledovaniya Ustoichivosti Rastenii k Vreditelyam, 1953. 9068484

The Accumulation of Strontium-90 by Young Leucaspius and Carp, by G. D. Lebedeva, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Raspredeleniye Biologicheskoye Deystviye i Migratsiya Radioaktivnykh Izotopov, Moscow, 1961, pp 319-322.

The Distribution, Elimination and Coefficients of Accumulation of Strontium-90, Cesium-137 and Phosphorus-32 in Fish, by D. I. Il'in, Yu. I. Moskalev, 8 pp.

Swelling Pressure of Compressed Pine Sapwood, by G. A. Arzumanyan.
RUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk Armyanskov SSP, Vol XXVII, No 4, 1958, pp 251-256.

RUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol CXLIII, No 2, 1962, pp 475-476. 9068658

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Biol.
No 2, 1962.
Problems of Space Biology and Physiology, by N. M. Sisakyan, V. V. Parin, 11 pp, (pp 153-162).

Intensification of Photosynthetic Productivity of the Unicellular Algae Culture, by A. A. Nichiporovich, V. E. Semenenko, et al. (pp 163-172). 9068177
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Scientific Biology (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Biol (Contd)

No 4, 1962.

Session of the Department of Biological Sciences of the Academy of Sciences USSR on Some Results and Problems of Space Biology, by A. A. Markovich, 8 pp.

Data for a Biological Study of the Alaska Pollack, by S. M. Kaganovskaya.


Microbiological Methods of Studying the Air, by A. I. Zhukova, 18 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Mikrobioloiy, Vol XXXI, No 4, 1962, pp 745-757.

The Role of Metabolism of Fish in the Accumulation of Radioisotopes by Them, by N. M. Telitchenko, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Nauch Dok Vysshey Shkoly, Biol Nauki, No 3, 1962, pp 90-93.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Okeanologiy.

No 1, 1961, pp 25-29.
The Pycnocline in Variable Currents, by K. N. Feuorov.

No 26, 1961.
The Siphonophorae Velella and Physalia in the Pleuston of the Pacific, by A. I. Savilov.
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Scientific Biology (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Okeanologiya (Contd)

Vol II, No 1, 1962, pp 118-125.

Examples of Mixing and Spontaneous Convection on the S. T. Diagram, by Henry Melson Stommel.

New Information on Oxfordian and Kimeridgian Ammonites, by N. T. Sazonov.
RUSSIAN, per, Palaeontologicheskii Sbornik, Vol III, No 16, 1960, pp 133-175.

The Progress of the Fishery on the Northern Slope of Goose Bank in Relation to the Hydrological Conditions, by A. A. Elizarov.

Examples of Mixing and Spontaneous Convection on the S. T. Diagram, by Henry Melson Stommel.


On the Numbers of Vertebrae and on a Few Other Osteological Characters of the Antarctic Fishes (by X-Ray), by Anatoly P. Andriyashv.
RUSSIAN, per, Vopr. Ichthyol., Vol XII, 1959.
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Scientific biology (Contd)

Results of Biometric Study of Entamoeba Gingivalis (Gros, 1849) in Relation to Their Feeding Intensity and Conditions of Existence in the Host Organism, by A. F. Toomka.

Birds as a Factor Contributing to the Expansion of the Range Limits of Certain Species of Ectoparasites, by V. N. Gusev, 8 pp.


Marine Biology and Biology Applied to the Fishing Industry, by E. Postel.
FRENCH, rpt, 1962.

GERMAN, per, Die Naturwissenschaften, Vol XLVIII, No 8, 1961.

Investigation of the Medicinal Plants Found on the Palau Islands, Their Virtues and Popular Remedies, by Masayoshi Okabe.
JAPANESE, per, Bull Trop Indust Inst, No 5, 1940.

Chemistry

Glues and the Technology of Gluing, by D. A. Kardashev.

RUSSIAN, bk, Sovetskaya Kriminalistika Na Sluzhbe Sledstviya, No 13, Moscow, 1959, pp 70-94.

Measuring the Thickness of Condenser Paper With the Aid of Alpha-Emitting Radiosotopes, by A. A. Gusev.
RUSSIAN, per, Bumaz Prom, No 12, 1959, p 12.
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Scientific Chemistry (Contd)


The Effect of a Lacquer Coating on Rotor Heating, by G. S. Degil.
RUSSIAN, per, Elek Stantsii, Vol XXXIII, No 1, 1962, pp 81-82.

Control of Dust and Toxic Gases After Shotfiring, by A. P. Yanov.
RUSSIAN, per, Gornyi Zhur, No 3, 1961, pp 70-73.

Isopolyvanadate Ions in Acid Solution, by A. B. Bekturov, A. K. Il'yasova.


Danger of Explosion of Dinitro Compounds of the Benzene Series, by I. F. Blinov.
RUSSIAN, per, Khim Prom, 1959, pp 419-425.

Production of Particle-Size Distribution Curves of a Powder, by N. N. Tsyurupa.
RUSSIAN, per, Khim Prom, No 3, 1961, pp 37-42.

Some Properties of Concentrated Solutions of Polyvinyl Alcohol, by K. E. Perpepelkin, G. V. Konstantinova.
RUSSIAN, per, Khim Volokna, No 6, 1961, pp 19-22.

-106-
Scientific Chemistry (Contd)

RUSSIAN, per, Khim i Tekh Topliv i Masel, No 12, 1961, pp 7-11. 9666830

Catalytic Activity of Organic Polymers. II.

Measurement of Temperature Within the Coke Mass by Baum's Method, by S. N. Shpital'nik.
RUSSIAN, per, Koks i Khim, No 9, 1939, pp 27-29. NLL M. 3876

RUSSIAN, per, Ko'm Zhur, Vol XIII, No 1, 1951, pp 38-45. NLL RTS 2024

RUSSIAN, per, Maslboino-Zhirovaya Prom, Vol XXVII, No 9, 1961, pp 17, 18. NLL RTS 2115

RUSSIAN, per, Neftekhimiya, Vol II, No 3, 1962, pp 415-419. JPRS 15803

Review of the Proceedings of the Scientific and Technical Conference on Additives to Oils and Fuels, by Ye. S. Shchepeleva, V. V. Sher, 10 pp.

Trial Batch of Production Carborundum Refractories With a Silicon Nitride Binder, by N. I. Voronin, et al.
RUSSIAN, per, Ogneupory, No 4, 1961, pp 157-163. NLL M. 6320

RUSSIAN, per, Ogneupory, No 7, 1962, pp 332-336. JPRS 16158

-107-
Scientific Chemistry (Contd)

Prevention of Coal Dust Explosions in Blind Headings, by P. M. Petrukhin, N. I. Rassolov.

On the Selection of Clays for the Manufacture of Keramite Gravel, by L. M. Blyumen.
RUSSIAN, per, Stroitel Materialy, Vol VI, No 11, 1960, pp 32-34.


Thermal and Chemical Tests on a Once-Through Boiler and High-Pressure Turbine, by Yu. V. Zenkevich, S. Ya. Ariel.

RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Ak Nauk Litovskoi SSR; Ser B, Vol IV, 1958, pp 53-68.

Solubilities of Alkali Metal Chlorides in Some Aliphatic Alcohols, by V. E. Plynschev, I. V. Shakhno, L. N. Komisserova, G. V. Nadezhidana.

Polymerization of Uls in Electrodeless High Frequency Discharge, by G. M. Panchenkov, I. P. Vlasov.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Moskov Neft Inst, No 4, 1946, pp 123-127.

Photosynthesis and the Problem of Food Resources, by A. A. Nichiporovich, 21 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Vest Ak Nauk SSSR, No 11, 1961, pp 47-58, 9678618

RUSSIAN, per, Vest Ak Nauk SSSR, No 8, 1962, pp 25-33.

-108-
Scientific Chemistry (Contd)


-109-


Kinetics of Catalyzed Isomerization Reaction of 4-Chlorobutadiene-1, 2 to Chloroprene, by Chang Pin 10 pp, (pp 117-123).

Thermal Dehydration of Hydrated Ferrous, Cobaltous and Nickelous Chlorides, by Shen Chia-shu, Chang Ning-hsiao, 8 pp, (pp 124-130).


Preparation of Vinylacetylenic Alcohols by Ethynyl Magnesium Bromide and Alpha, Beta Unsaturated Ketones, by Wu Chu-n-ho, Ting Hsin-t'ing, 5 pp, (pp 169-172).
Scientific Chemistry (Contd)

Crystal Structure of Ag⁺(Ag₂⁺Ag₄⁺IIIO₉(NO₃)₃⁻, by Chou Kungtu, 5 pp.
CHINESE, per, K'o-hsueh T'ung-pao, No 7, 17 Jul 1962, pp 41-43.

A Model For Studying Countercurrent Mixing and Staying Time Distribution, by Ch'en Minhen, Yuan Wei-k‘ang, 6 pp.
CHINESE, per, K'o-hsueh T'ung-pao, No 7, 17 Jul 1962, pp 43-45.


FRENCH, per, Air and Water Pollution, May-Aug 1962, pp 277-282.


Determination of Nitrogen and Identification of Aluminum Nitride in Cast Steel, by V. Kuhn, P. Detrez.

GERMAN, rpt, Uber die Antikikrobiellen Eugenschaften von Beta-Propiolukton, Encl I to RD-73-62.

GERMAN, per, Archiv fuer Eisenhuttenwesen, Vol XXXII, No 8, 1961, p 521.
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Testing a Hydrochloric Acid-Glycol Electrolyte for Residual Isolation of Chemically Resistant Steels, by A. Baumel, W. Thomisch. 


Hydrogenation Reaction With Cobaltcarbonylhydrogen as Hydrogenation Agent, by Wladimir Dawydoff.


Electricity

Norms for Maximum Admissible Industrial Radio Interference, by A. Zharov, 60 pp.

Switching of No Load Current of 110kV Transformers of Up to 60MVA by Means of Isolators and Disconnecting Switches, by L. S. Belen'ki, V. P. Korobkova.
Scientific
Electricity (Contd)

Investigation of the Ignition of a Sectionalised High-Voltage Valve, by N. M. Maslennikov. RUSSIAN, per, Elektrichestvo, No 6, 1960, pp 25-29. NLL M. 6013

Current Transformers With An Air Gap, by I. M. Sirot. RUSSIAN, per, Elektrichestvo, No 1, 1961, pp 56-61. NLL M. 3796

Power Relay Using Semiconductors, by V. A. Grinshtein. RUSSIAN, per, Elektrichestvo, No 5, 1961, p 70. NLL M. 6015


The Dynamic Behaviour of Arcs in an Alternating Current Circuit, by H. Kopplin. GERMAN, per, Archiv Fuer Elektrotechnik, Vol XLVII, No 1, 1962, pp 47-60. BISI 2900

-113-


The Rate of Information Transmission Through Symmetric Channels, by L. F. Borodin, 26 pp. RUSSIAN, bx, Sto Let So Dnya Rozhdeniya A. S. Popova, Yubileynaya Sessiya, 1960, pp 57-73. 9666833


Selected Articles From the Russian Book Trudy Pervogo Mezhdunarodnogo Kongressa Mezhdunarodnoy Federatsii po Avtomaticheskomu Upravleniyu, Moscow, 27 Jun - 7 Jul 1960.


Special Structural Features of the Systems With Multiplex Control, by N. V. Meyerov, 24 pp, (pp 201-211).
Selected Articles From the Russian Book Trudy Pervogo Mezhdunarodnogo Kongressa Mezhdunarodnoy Federatsii po Avtomaticheskomu Upravleniyu, Moscow, 27 Jun - 7 Jul 1960. (Contd)


Supplementary Communications Concerning the Articles of V. S. Kulebakin, 29 pp, (pp 276-292).

Static Analysis of the Nonlinear Systems Containing Elements With Two Inputs, by A. Macura, 26 pp, (pp 487-499).

Special Rectifiers, by V. G. Ulitin.
RUSSIAN, per, Byul Teh-Ekon Informatsii, No 3, 1962, pp 23, 24.

Instructions on the Preparation of 'MPV' (Oil Polyisobutylene Vaseline) Sealing Compound for High Voltage Bushings.
RUSSIAN, per, Elek Stantsii, Vol XXXI, No 9, 1960, pp 91-93.

RUSSIAN, per, Elek Stantsii, No 5, 1961, pp 27-34.

Reinforcing the Insulation of Electric Power Lines in the Areas of Intense Atmospheric Pollution, by M. D. Gleizer.
Scientific Electronics (Contd)

Long-Distance Power Transmission With Saturable Reactor-Transformers and Forced Capacitor Banks, by D. I. Azarev.
RUSSIAN, per, Elektrichesctvo, No 7, 1961, pp 24-30. NLL M. 6327

RUSSIAN, per, Gig i San, No 6, 1962, pp 81-86. JPRS 15644

Microwave Investigation of the Electric Conductivity of a Flame, by E. P. Zimin, V. A. Popov,

RUSSIAN, per, Iz Vysshikh Ucheb Zaved, Priborostroyeniye, Vol IV, No 5, 1961, pp 76-83. 9666809

Logic and Pneumatics, by V. P. Zenchenko, 10 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Mashinostroitel', No 6, 1962, pp 12, 13. JPRS 15802

RUSSIAN, per, Teploenergetika, No 3, 1962, pp 82-86. 9666837

Intrinsically Safe Telephone D.C. Relays, by M. A. Rol'nik.
RUSSIAN, per, Ugol' Ukrainy, Vol VI, No 1, 1962, pp 38, 39. NLL M. 3782

A Multichannel Phase Device, by V. G. Dolotov.

A Method of Coding Messages in a Statistical Code, by V. A. Garmash.
RUSSIAN, Patent No 147,024, Appl No 646826/26, 10 Dec 1959. *FTD-TT-62-1637

Radar Today and Tomorrow, by Josef Beuarnrk.

ID 2194394

-116-
CZECH, per, Chemické Listy, Vol IV, No 9, 1961, pp 1062-1067.

CZECH, per, Elektrotechnicky Obzor, Vol XLIX, No 3, 1960, pp 153-158. 9678841

A Method of Predicting the Diurnal and Annual Variations in Effective Meteor Trails for Forward Scattered Radio Waves, by Petr Beckman.

Location of Moving Transmitters by the Droplpler Effect, by Jeri Pokorny.

An Aide for Calculation Transient Responses, by Jaromir Braun.
CZECH, per, Slaboproudy Obzor, No 4, 1961, pp 209-212.

CZECH, per, Slaboproudy Obzor, Vol XXII, No 8, 1961, pp 487-491. 9678620

FRANC, per, L'Onde Electrique, No 374, May 1958, pp 1-7. 9678002

Electronic Microanalyzers and Autoradiography and Their Use for Studying Segregations, by C. Crussard.
GERMAN, per, Erz- Und Hüttenmannische Monatshefte, Vol CVIL, Jan 1962, pp 1-12.
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Scientific
Electronics (Contd)

On the Orientation Dependence of Critical Microwave
Signal Power With Near Resonance and Parallel Field
in Manganese-Magnesium-Cobalt -Ferrite-Single Crystals,
by W. Haubenreisser, D. Linzen.
GERMAN, per, Physica Status Solidi (Akad Verlag),

The Use of a Large Electronic Computer in the Pro-
duction Planning for Second-Heat Rolling Mills, by A. F.
Oberhofer.
GERMAN, per, Stahl und Eisen, Vol LXXXII, 19 Jul 1962,
pp 1044-1053.

The Solution of Linear Integral Equations With an
Electronic Analog Computer, by Von Karl-Walter
Gaede, 31 pp.
GERMAN, per, Z. fur Angewandte Matematik und Mechanik,
No 9, 1961, pp 370-390.

Radioelectronics in the Army, by Jan Szarek, 84 pp.
POLISH, rpt, Radiotechnika Na Uslugach wojsk,
pp 7-199, Encl No 1 to R-496-61, ARMA, Poland.

Antennas With Corrugated Guiding Surface, by
S. Pogorzelsky, 15 pp.
POLISH, per, Prace Przemyslowy Institut
Telekommunikacji, Vol XI, No 32, 33, 1961,
pp 65-71. 9678644

Engineering

Automatic Control of Nonstationary Parameters and
Parametric Fields, by G. P. Katys. (NY-7328)
RUSSIAN, bk, Avtomaticheskiy Kontrol' Nesta-
tsionarnykh Parametron i Parametriceskikh Poley,
Moscow, 1962, pp 1-472.

On the Problem of Synthesizing Structural Diagrams
of Self Tuning Systems of Control for Turbo-jet
Enginers, by V. Bodner, Yu. A. Ryazanov.
RUSSIAN, bk, Avtomaticheskoe Regulirovaniye
Aviadvigateley, Sbornik Statey, No 3, 1961,
pp 33-50.

Automation Equipment for Industrial Processes, by
RUSSIAN, bk, Pribory Avtomatizatsii Proizvodstvennykh
Prosessov, 1960. 9068478
Scientific Engineering (Contd)

Sound Insulation Requirements for Enclosing Structures.
RUSSIAN, bk, Stroitel'nye Nормы i Pravila Chast II Raz B Clav 4, pp 169-171.


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Avtomobil Prom.

No 4, 1959, pp 42-45.
Steel, Coiled Piston Rings in Vehicle Engines, by A. V. Adamovich.


No 4, 1961, pp 14-16.
The Influence of Steel Piston Rings on Piston Temperature, by B. A. Vzorov.

No 7, 1961, pp 8, 9.
Operating Experience With Cast-Iron Crankshafts, by A. P. Shurygin.

Simulation of Production Processes on Computers, by N. P. Huslenko, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol CXIV, No 5, 1962, pp 1003-1006.

RUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol CXLV, No 4, 1962, pp 748-751.
Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Elek Stantsii.

No 8, 1957, pp 4-7.
Results of Testing a Wet Steam Fractional Separator, by M. N. Kemel'man.

No 4, 1960, pp 32-36.
Hermetic Sealing of Tube Plates of Steam Turbine Condensers, by L. D. Berman, S. N. Fuks.

The Rupture of Cooling Tubes in Steam Turbine Condensers, by S. N. Fuks.

Changing Over From Centrifugal to Hydrodynamic Governing of Turbines, by L. M. Fedotov.

No 5, 1961, pp 35-41.

No 6, 1961, pp 84, 85.
Determining the Super-Transient Inductive Reactances of Turbo-Generators, by N. L. Sakhnovskiy.

No 7, 1961, pp 57-61.
Working of Carrier Clamp of Type PG-5-10A Under Conditions of Release of Split Phase Cables, by A. M. Boyev.

No 10, 1961, pp 84-86.
The Asynchronous Starting of a 50-MW, 1500 r.p.m. Turbo-Generator, by S. P. Borovkov, et al.

No 11, 1961.
 Turbo-Type Generators Operating As Synchronous Compensators, by V. A. Machlin, V. I. Sokolov, (pp 33-36). NLL M. 3798

Scientific Engineering (Contd)

On the Problem of Providing Distance Protection Against All Types of Multiphase Line Faults, by S. B. Losev.
RUSSIAN, per, Elektrichesstvo, No 12, 1960, pp 47-58.

RUSSIAN, per, Elektrichesstvo, No 7, 1961, pp 31-34.

Steam-Gas-Turbine Plant of 175 - 200MW Capacity With High Pressure Steam Generators, by M. I. Korneyev, V. P. Drobot.


Calculation of Temperature Fields in a Vane of a Gas Turbine Cooled Through Mounting Apertures, by Ye. I. Molchanov, A. R. Khenven.

RUSSIAN, per, Inzhenerny Zhurnal, Vol 1, No 3, 1961, pp 165-169.  FTD-TT-62-1071

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Otdel Tekh Nauk, Energet i Avtomat, No 4, 1962.

JPRS 15763

JPRS 15771

JPRS 15762
High-quality Control of Some Nonlinear Objects With Variable Parameters, by S. V. Yemel'yanov, 13 pp, (pp 122-129). JPRS 15764

Transient Processes in an Extremal System With a Modulating Signal, by Y. D. Garber, 13 pp, (pp 130-137). JPRS 15765


On the Relationship Between the Total Pressure Recovery Coefficient and the Velocity Coefficient in the Supersonic Portion of a Laval Nozzle With Full or Partial Expansion of the Gas in the Nozzle, by V. S. Ivanov.

Stability of a Circular Cylindrical Shell in a Nonuniform Temperature Field, by V. V. Kabanov, (pp 65-71). *FTD-TT-62-1644


Scientific Engineering (Contd)


Calculating the Characteristics of Symmetrical Impulse Induction Generators, by A. N. Tkachenko, (pp 140-154).

Mathematical Simulator of Transient Processes in Synchronous Machines Based on Experimental Dynamic Characteristics, by Yuriy A. Bakhalov, (pp 155-167).


Mechanism of Heating of the Charge in Coke Ovens, by N. K. Kulakov, RUSSIAN, per, Koks i Khimiya, No 2, 1959, pp 20-27. NLL N. 3732

Gear Rolling, by A. M. Epel'tsveyg, 8 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Mashinostroitel', No 8, 1962, pp 42-44. JPRS 15921


Scientific Engineering (Contd)

The Automatic Saccharimeter, by W. I. Kudriavtzev, V. I. Kudryavtzen.
RUSSIAN, per, Sakharnaya Prom, Vol XXVII, No 11, 1955, pp 14-16. NLL M. 4984

RUSSIAN, per, Sbornik Trudov, Inst Teploenergetiki Ak Nauk UKRSSR Kiev, No 14, 1958. NLL M. 3867

RUSSIAN, per, Sbornik Trudov Inst Teploenergetiki Ak Nauk UKRSSR Kiev, No 14, 1958. NLL M. 3868

RUSSIAN, per, Sudostroyeniye, No 3, 1962, pp 14-17. JPRS 15704

The Construction of Creels (Critical Survey), by P. V. Limanauskas.
RUSSIAN, per, Tekstil Prom, Vol XXI, No 8, 1961, pp 48-50. NLL M. 3788

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Teploenergetika.

Improving the Water-Tightness of Steam Turbine-Condensers for Installations With Super-High and Supercritical Steam Parameters, by L. D. Berman, S. N. Fuks.
Vol VII, No 6, 1960, pp 47-49.
Analysis of the Operation of Pulverizer Fans, by V. P. Osokin.
Closed-Cycle Steam-Gas-Turbine Plant, by L. I. Slobodyanyuk, V. A. Spiridonov.
Vol VIII, No 9, 1961, pp 78-83.
Design Development of Steam Turbine Condensers, by I. D. Berman.
Scientific Engineering (Contd)

Investigating Wear Qualities of Enamel Coatings Suitable For Machine Components, by V. S. Lomakin, V. I. Savchenko.

The Equation of Axially Symmetric Three-pi)' Shells With a Light Filling, by V. F. Karavanov.

Instrument for Detecting Carbon Dioxide in Atmospheric Air, by S. V. Lyutsarev, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Inst Okeanologii, Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol XLVII, 1961, pp 199-220. 9666832


RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Odesskogo Gosudarstvennego Universiteta Imeni I. I. Mechnikova, Vol CXLIX, 1959, pp 9-23. 9678621

Some Results of Numerically Predicting the Pressure Field Using the Electronic Computer "Strela", by S. A. Mashkovich, L. G. Gromova.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Tsentral Inst Prognozov, No 106, 1960, pp 61-64. NLL M. 3845

High Pressure Research Equipment, by V. A. Galaktionov, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Vest Ak Nauk SSSR, No 7, 1962, pp 73-76. JPRS 15733

Torsional Vibrations of the Shaft of a Turbo-generator During a Sudden Short-Circuit, by V. N. Fridman, et al.
RUSSIAN, per, Vest Elektroprom, No 2, 1961, pp 14-17. NLL M. 3806

RUSSIAN, per, Vest Elektroprom, No 7, 1961, pp 16-25. NLL M. 3801

A Mechanical Vibrator With Independent Adjustment of Amplitude and Frequency, by D. I. Shil'krut, et al.
RUSSIAN, per, Vest Mashin, Vol XXXVIII, No 6, 1958, pp 63, 64. NLL M. 4985
Scientific Engineering (Contd)


RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Istorii, No 8, 1962, pp 97-117.

RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Psikhologii, No 3, May-Jun 1962, pp 45-55.

RUSSIAN, per, Zhur Prikladnoy Mekhan I Tekhnicheskoy Fiziki, No 2, 1962, pp 32-36.

A Device for Decoding Uneven Binary Codes, by D. A. Novik, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, Patent No 144240 (594836/26), 15 Mar 1958, 9678622

CHINESE, per, Chien-chu Hsueh-pao, No 1, 30 Jan 1962, pp 35, 36.

CZECH, per, Strojirenstvi, Vol XI, No 10, 1961, pp 723-730. 9678627

Production of Dolomite Bricks, by J. Maillard.
FRENCH, Paper Presented at the Meeting of 26 May 1961 at Maiziere-les-Metz.

Oxygen Refining of Steel by the Kaldo Process, by R. Colmant.
New Developments in the Regeneration of Used Pickling Paths, by G. Labergere. FRENCH, per, Metallurgie la Construction Mecanique, Vol XCI, 1959, pp 541-545, 547, 665-673. BISI 2470


Continuous Casting of Small Sections by F. Schmidt. GERMAN, per, Berg-und Huttenmannische Monatshefte, Vol CVII, Apr 1962, pp 173-182. BISI 2923

Equipment for Non-Contact Width Measurement, by G. Munch. GERMAN, per, Blech, No 3, 1961, pp 173-183. BISI 2981

Roll Diameters in Four-high Reversing Stands for Heavy Plates, by H. Boos. GERMAN, per, Blech, No 4, 1961, pp 243-247. BISI 2884


Oven Operation and Aromatics Content, by H. Berge, W. Kirchner. GERMAN, per, Gas-und-Wasserfach, Vol CII, 24 Nov 1961, pp 1288-1290. BISI 2950

Scientific Engineering (Contd)

High Frequency Pipe Welding With Energy Transmission Through Contacts, by E. Gorisson.
GERMAN, per, Schweissen und Schneiden, Vol XIV, Feb 1962, pp 69-71. *BISI 2946

Selected Articles From the German Periodical Stahl und Eisen.

Vol LXXIV, No 25, 1954, pp 1659-1661

Final Composition of Bath and Slag in the Basic Converter at Different Methods of Fluxing the Second Slag, by E. Schummann, H. P. Haastert, H. Hofges, et al. BISI 2681

Vol LXXXII, Apr 1962.
475 Tonne Ladle Handling Crane of New Design and Low Weight, by H. Ernst, (pp 513-517). *BISI 2991

The Development of the Wheel and the Present Position as Regards the Production of Forged Railway Wheels, by O. H. Lehmann, (pp 539-546). BISI 2877

Theoretical Considerations, Model Experiments and Operational Experiences on the Flow Phenomena in Soaking Pits, by H. Boenecke. BISI 2965

Construction of a Model Controlled System, by V. Ferner, Kleinmachnow
GERMAN, per, Die Technik, No 2, 1954, pp 85-95. *525th MI Gp 1-1495
ID 2198559

A New Method for the Measurement of Very Slow Speeds, by M. Koril.
GERMAN, per, Verein Deutscher Ingenieure Z, Vol CII, 1 Feb 1960, pp 117-119. BISI 2941

Determination of Tapered Intermediate Dies in Forging in Horizontal Upsetting Machines, by H. Conrads.
GERMAN, per, Werkstattstechnik, Apr 1962, pp 213, 214. BISI 2872

Disaster Prevention Measures Caused by Dams.
JAPANESE, per, Kasen, No 6, 1962, pp 18-24. *319th MI Bn 1-4081
ID 2211719
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Scientific Engineering (Contd)


General Solution of Slot Radiation Problem in Cylinder of Arbitrary Cross Section, by P. Szulkin, 14 pp. POLISH, per, Archiwum Elektrotechniki, Vol X, No 2, 1961, pp 297-308. 9666844


Memorandum Concerning the Spanish Telecommunication Services, SPANISH, rpt, Memoria de Los Servicios de Telecomunicacion de Espana, 1961, pp 1-34, Encl No 1 to R-157-62, UARM1A, Spain. *ACSI 1-6005

The Titanium Pump, by I. O. Grishayev, et al. UKRAINIAN, per, Ukrain Fiz Zhur, Vol IV, No 6, 1959, pp 750-754. NLL RTS 2060
Scientific
Fuels

Geophysics


Soils of the Southwestern Part of the Kola Peninsula, by O. A. Polyntseva, 134 pp. RUSSIAN, bk, Pochvy Yugo-Zapadnoi Chasti Kol'skogo Poluostrova, 1958, 9068482

Scientific Geophysics (Contd)

The Thermal State of Upper Atmospheric Layers,

The Discovery of Submerged Highlands on the Sea Bottom of the Indian Ocean, by V. N. Mel'ctsev.
RUSSIAN, per, Byul Soviet Antarkticheskoy Expeditsii, No 4, 1959.

Soviet Use of Radiogeodesic Stations (RGSTs)
RUSSIAN, per, Geodeziya i Kartografia, Jun 1962, pp 37-46.

RUSSIAN, per, Gig i San, No 5, 1967, pp 97-100.

Jet Streams Over the Region of the Armenian Uplands Climatology, by H. P. Pogosyan.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk Armyanskoy SSR, Ser Geol i Geograf, Vol XXI, No 2, 1955.

Earthquakes in the Khazbek Region and Elastic Tides, by G. P. Tamrazyan.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geofiz, No 7, 1956, pp 840-843.

Forecast of Precipitation Over the Virgin Lands of Western Siberia and Kazakhstan, by D. A. Drogitsev.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Sibirskogo Otdel Ak Nauk SSSR, No 11, 1958, pp 83-94.

Relationship Between the Perennial Fluctuations of the Water Level of the Black Sea and the River Runoff, by D. G. Berenbeim, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Met i Gid, No 1, 1959, pp 44-46. 9067310

RUSSIAN, per, Met i Gid, No 12, 1960, pp 11-13.

RUSSIAN, per, Okeanologiya, No 2, 1961, pp 206-212.
Concerning a Method of Calculating Extremum High Water Levels, by N. F. Kudryavtsev, RUSSIAN, per, Okeanologiya, Vol 1, No 4, 1961, pp 741-743.

Classification of Soils of the Northern Part of the European USSR, by E. N. Ivanova, 25 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Pochvovedeniye, No 1, 1956, pp 70-88. 9067312


Determination of the Quantity of Air Contained in a Liquid at Atmospheric Pressure, by A. D. Reshetnikova, RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Aviatsionnyy Institut, Issledovaniye Nekotorykh Elementov Gidropnevmaticheskogo Oborudovaniya Samolotov, Moscow, No 143, 1961, pp 140-147. *FTD-TT-62-1653

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Trudy Glavnoy Geofiz Observ.

No 87, 1959. On Forecasting the Sign of the Anomaly of Mean Monthly Temperatures of the Air Over the South-Eastern Part of the European USSR, by E. V. Vorob'yeva, (pp 10-31). NLL M. 3832


Persistence Forecasts of Monthly Air Temperature Anomalies With Examples for Leningrad and Orenburg, by L. P. Spirina, (pp 53-59). NLL M. 3748

Scientific Geophysics (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Trudy Glavnoy Geofiz Observ. (Contd)

No 100, 1960.
Visibility in Falling Snow, by E. A. Polyakova, V. D. Tretyakov, (pp 53-57).
NLL M. 3820

Microstructure and Transparency of Falling Snow, by L. P. ZeImanovich, (pp 58-64).
NLL M. 3746

No 102, 1960, pp 3-20.
NLL M. 3744

The Transfer of Mass, Heat and Moisture Across the Equator, by L. R. Rakipova.
NLL M. 3814

No 109, 1961, pp 61-75.
The Albedo of Large Territories, by V. L. Gayevskiy.
NLL M. 3882

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Trudy Gosudarstvennogo Okeanograf Inst.

No 37, 1959, pp 1-13. 9076559
Navy Tr 3251
HO 120, No 1

No 102, No 1, 1959. 9076559
Navy Tr 3252
HO 102, No 2

Salt Exchange Through the Danish Straits and Its Influence on Multiannual Fluctuations of Salinity in the Baltic Sea, by I. M. Soskin, 17 pp, (pp 34-41).
Navy Tr 3253
HO 102, No 3

Navy Tr 3254
HO 102, No 4

Experiment in the Use of Fluorescein in Determining the Direction of Surface Currents in the Sea, by V. P. Trenin, 12 pp, (pp 73-78).
Navy Tr 3255
HO 102, No 5
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Scientific Geophysics (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Trudy Gosudarstvennogo Okeanograf Inst. (Contd)


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical

On the Methods of Studying Marine Fouling of Seagoing Ships and Hydrotechnical Structures, by N. I. Tarasov, N. A. Rudyakova, (pp 60-64). *Navy/HO 175


Data on the Composition of Species of Algae in the Marine Fouling on Vessels in the Sea of Azov and the Black Sea, by K. L. Ivanova, (pp 137-146). *Navy/HO 177


The Reaction of the Black Sea B. Improvisus Darwin to Conditions of Reduced Salinity, by E. P. Turpayeva, R. G. Simkina, (pp 205-223). *Navy/HO 182

The Effect of Macrofouling on Steel Corrosion in the Black Sea, by K. S. Arbuzova, (pp 266-272). *Navy/HO 183
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Scientific Geophysics (Contd)


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Trudy Tsentral Inst Prognozov.


On the Question of Long-Period Forecasting of the Humidity Field in the Troposphere, by E. M. Dobrysman, (pp 64-72). NLL M. 3835

No 80, 1959, pp 64-78. Results of Reduction of Observations of the Micro-Structure of Clouds With Ice Accretion and Without Ice Accretion on Aircraft, by I. G. Pchelko, A. M. Borovikov. NLL M. 3755
Scientific
Geophysics (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Trudy Tsentral Inst Prognozov. (Contd)

On Forecasting the Form of Precipitation at the Earth's Surface, by M. N. Mineyeva.

The Forecasting of the Seven-Day 500MB. Mean Chart, by N. I. Zverev.

Investigation Into the Synoptico-Climatic Features of March and the Possibility of Predicting the Monthly Mean Temperature Anomaly, by A. I. Stabova.

No 97, 1960.
Forecasting the Pressure Field for Each of Three Days, by N. N. Rafailova, (pp 3-46).

Forecasting the Pressure Field Over the Northern Hemisphere for 1, 2, 3 and 4 Days by an Extrapolation Method, by N. I. Zverev, G. I. Norskoy, (pp 67-81).


Results of Forecasting the Pressure Field at Three Levels Using a Calculating Machine, by P. K. Duskin, E. G. Lomonosov, (pp 20-31).

The Reduction in Accuracy of Numerical Forecasts of the Pressure Field as a Result of Fictitious Boundary Conditions, by L. A. Dikli, (pp 37-44).

Experimental Work of the Computing Group in the Leningrad Weather Bureau in Relation to Predicting the Pressure Field and the Movement of Depressions, by L. S. Orlova, (pp 123-131).

On the Method of Short-Period Forecasting of Glazed Ice, by N. M. Volevakh.


RUSSIAN, per, Vest Ak Nauk SSSR, No 7, 1962, pp 112-114. JPRS 16025

Comparison of Different Methods of Calculating Evaporation, by A. I. Ovchinnikova.
RUSSIAN, per, Vest Leningrad U, No 24, 1960, pp 139-143. NLL M. 3845

Archaeology of the New China, by Hsia Nai, 18 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung Ch' i, No 17, 1962, pp 35-41. JPRS 15492

The Twinning Optics of the Baveno and Manebach Twins of Plagioclase at High- and Low-Temperature, by van der Kaaden, Gerrit, 8 pp.


The New Topographic Map - 1:50,000, by Oskar Albrecht, 12 pp.
GERMAN, per, Soldat und Technik, No 3, 1958, pp 140-142. JPRS 15855

On One Influence of AgJ of the Atmospheric Icing Process, by Roland List.

Influence of Hail Size Increase, by Roland List.
Scientific Geophysics (Contd)

Cravitation, by Marin Tiron, 8 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Stiinta Si Tehnica, Vol XIV, No 4, 1962, pp 1-8. 9678794

Anti-Gravitation, by Ioan Trofin, 10 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Stiinta Si Tehnica, Vol XIV, No 4, 1962, pp 9, 10. 9678794

Mathematics

On the Computation Connected With the Verification of the Riemann Hypothesis, by N. A. Meller (Moeller), 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol CXXIII, No 2, 1958, pp 246-248. 9678601


RUSSIAN, per, Vest Mosk U, Ser I, Matemat Mekh, No 6, 1961, pp 19-27. 9678836

Basic Solutions to the Vectorial Equation of Waves in Terms of Spherical Coordinates, by Maurice Bouix.
FRENCH, per, Annales des Telecommunications, Nos 5, 6, 16 May-Jun 1961, pp 125-132.

The Relation Between the Mean Point-Error and the Error-Circle Radius, by P. Hartl.
GERMAN, per, Deutsche Versuchsanstalt Fur Luftfahrt, Berichte, No 167, 1962.

Medicine

The USSR Academy of Medical Sciences Organization and Structure, 141 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Akademiya Meditsinskikh Nauk i Yeye Uchrezhdeniya, Moscow, 1962, pp 1-143.

JPRS 15687
Scientific Medicine (Contd)


Reanimatology as a New Chapter in Pathological Physiology (2nd All-Union Conference on the Pathology and Therapy of Terminal States), by V. M. Shapiro, 6 pp. RUSSIAN, bk, Patologicheskaya Fiziologiya i Eksperimental'naya Terapiya, Vol 6, No IV, Moscow, July/Aug 1962, pp 87-89.
Scientific Medicine (Contd)

Second All-Union Conference on Homotransplantation of Organs and Tissues, by Ye. A. Zotikov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Patologicheskaya Fiziologiya i Eksperimental'naya Terapiya, Vol VI, No 4, Moscow, July/Aug 1962, pp. 89-91.

RUSSIAN, bk, Plasmozameshchayushchee Rastvory, Chapter 9, 1958.

Selected Articles From the Russian Book Radiatsionnaya Gigienya Tom I, Gigienya Truda, 1962.

Basic Properties of Radioactive Radiations, by N. Yu. Tarasenko, (pp 5-12)


Medicinal Control, by P. M. Sheludyakova, (pp 135-137).

RUSSIAN, bk, Sbornik Nauchnykh Rabot Elistinskoy Protivouchumnoy Statsii, No 1, 1959, pp 1-252.

RUSSIAN, bk, Sotsial'no-gigienicheskiye Voprosy Protivorakovoy Bor'by, Moscow, 1962, pp 1-203.
Scientific Medicine (Contd)

Studies on Tumors, 23 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Telegammaterapiya Zlokachestvennykh Opukholy, Moscow, 1961, pp 5-25. JPRS 15709

Selected Articles From the Russian Book Uchebnik Dlya Podgotovki, Medsester, 1962. JPRS 15952


Organization of Medical Care, Treatment and Nursing Care of Radiation Injuries, by A. G. Safonov, 9 pp, (pp 645-651).

Medical Aid and Nursing Care for War Gas Injuries, by A. G. Safonov, 40 pp, (pp 653-685).


Book Table of Contents, by A. G. Safonov, 7 pp, (pp 712-716).

Textbook of Military Hygiene, by F. G. Krotkov. (DC-8234)
RUSSIAN, bk, Uchebnik Voyennoy Gigieny, Moscow, 1962, pp 1-188. *JPRS

Selected Articles From the Russian Book Voprosy Patologii Krovi i Krovoobrashcheniya, Leningrad.

1959.
Thermographic Observations in Rheumatic Fever and Focal Infections, by R. S. Ivanov, 14 pp, (pp 45-57).

On Heat Regulation, by V. N. Koz'mina-Sokolova, 8 pp, (pp 58-64).

1961.
Continuous Thermography and the Thermograph and the Thermograph, by V. A. Val'dman, 6 pp, (pp 27-32). JPRS 15894
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Selected Articles From the Russian Book
Voprosy Patologii Krovi i Krovoobrashcheniya,
Leningrad. (Contd)

1961.

Disorders of Heat Regulation in Rheumatic Fever and Focal Infections, by R. S. Ivanov, 9 pp, (pp 113-121).


Subject Index of Articles Published in the Works of the Chair of Faculty Internal Medicine of the LPMI (Leningrad Pediatric Medical Institute), 6 pp, (pp 236-239).


The Main Results of Pathophysiological Study of Processes of Dying and Reanimation of the Organism, by V. A. Negovskiy, 8 pp, (pp 3-9).


Central Nervous System Pathology in Experimental Arteriosclerosis in Dogs, by L. A. Dolina, 10 pp, (pp 42-49).

Arteriosclerotic Involvement of Blood Vessels in Cancer, by P. N. Semontsov, 6 pp, (pp 49-54).
**Scientific Medicine (Contd)**

**Effect of Pressor and Depressor Substances on a Systemic and Pulmonary Circulation and Hypoxia,** by K. N. Fedorova.


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Byulleten Uchenogo Meditsinskogo Soveta.


- On the Tasks of Medical Institutes in the Elaboration of the Problem of Malignant Neoplasms, by V. V. Gorodilova, 11 pp, (pp 3-9).
- Improve the Planning of Scientific Researches in the Field of Infectious Children's Diseases, by A. L. Libov, 5 pp, (pp 14-16).
- Results and Plans of Scientific Work of the Department of Children's Infections of the Second Moscow State Medical Institute Imeni N. I. Pirogov, by D. D. Lebedev, 6 pp, (pp 16-19).
- First Plenum of the All-Russian Scientific Society of Therapeutists, by A. B. Vinogradskiy, 8 pp, (pp 32-35).
- Scientific Session of the Gorki Medical Institute on Problems of Neutro-Endocrine Pathology, by A. S. Yefimov, 7 pp, (pp 35-37).
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Scientific Medicine (Contd)

RUSSIAN, per, Eksperimental'naya Khirurgiya i Anesteziologiya, No 3, May-Jun 1962, pp 3-10. JPRS 15731

Changes of Oxygen Tension in the Cerebral Cortex and Myocardium of the Left Ventricle During Cardiac Massage, by V. S. Ryshkin and M. Ya. Khodas, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Eksperimental'nyaya Khirurgiya i Anesteziologiya, No 3, May-Jun 1962, pp 11-15. JPRS 15731

RUSSIAN, per, Felli'dsher i Akusherk, No 8, 1962, pp 41-48. JPRS 15683

Effect of Compensation for Excessive Ascension to High Altitude, by E. A. Kovalenko and F. V. Babtchinski.


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Gig i San.

No 5, 1962.
The Problem of Increasing an Organism's Heat Resistance, by Ye. I. Kuznets, 5 pp, (pp 17-21). JPRS 15684


No 7, 1962.
The Effect of the Simultaneous Chronic Administration of Radioactive Strontium and the Trace Element Fluorine on Hematopoiases in Rats, by V. A. Knizhnikov, Yu. D. Balika, 5 pp, (pp 8-11). JPRS 15920

Scientific Medicine (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Gig i San. (Contd)

No 7, 1962.

Problems of Space Hygiene, by D. I. Lazarenko, 5 pp, (pp 60-63).

Some New Methodological Approaches to Hygienic Evaluation of the Action of Environmental Factors on the Body (by Way of a Discussion), by I. S. Kandror, 11 pp, (pp 79-87).

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Gig Truda i Professional'nye Zabol.

No 6, 1962.


No 7, 1962.

Problems of Labor Hygiene at the 14th All-Union Conference of Hygienists and Sanitation Physicians, by I. V. Roshchin, 7 pp, (pp 54-57).
Scientific Medicine (Contd)

Tissue Mechanism of Adaptation of Animals to a Reduced Oxygen Content in the Environment, by N. A. Vorzhbinskaya, 18 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, No 3, 1962, pp 430-442.


Joint Session of the Department of Biological Sciences USSR and the Department of Medico-Biological Sciences of the Academy of Medical Sciences USSR on Problems of the Biological Basis of Malignant Growth, by V. M. Mityushin, 7 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Biol, No 4, 1962, pp 636-639.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Iz Ak Nauk Turkmenskoy SSR, Ser Biol Nauk, No 3, 1962. 9666813

Variation in the Sodium and Potassium Cation Concentration in Rabbit Blood Plasma on Overheating, by A. Kh. Babayeva, 7 pp, (pp 52-55).

Variation of the Blood Serum Protein Composition Upon Overheating, by N. N. Stefanovskaya, 8 pp, (pp 56-60).

The Effect of Overheating on Succinic Dehydrogenase Activity in the Heart Muscle of White Rats, by E. L. Perel'man, 6 pp, (pp 62-65).


The Effect of Overheating on the Riboflavin in White Rat Tissues, by E. L. Perel'man, 6 pp, (pp 70-73).

Surgical Treatment of Thermal Burns, by V. D. Bratus', 12 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Klin Khir, No 5 (245), 1962, pp 3-11.

RUSSIAN, per, Klin Khir, No 5 (245), 1962, pp 11-16.

Skin Grafting in Thermal Burns, by M. V. Knyazevskiy, 7 pp.


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Med Prom SSSR.

No 7, 1962.
Fuller Utilization of Reserves in the Production of Antibiotics, by S. I. Maymind, 10 pp, (pp 3-6).

New Antibiotics, by T. A. Uspenskaya, 9 pp, (pp 6-9).


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Med Prom SSSR. (Contd)

No 8, 1962, pp 18-25.  
The Use of Rare Metals in the Therapy of Various Diseases, by A. G. Baychikov, V. P. Ingerman, 15 pp.

On the Semination of Air in Biotron Wards and Control Premises With Hemolytic Cocci and the Biological Properties of These Cocci, by L. V. Grigoryeva, et al.  
RUSSIAN, per, Mikrobiolog Zhur, Vol XXIV, No 5, 1962, pp 30-34.  

Life Entrusted to Man, by D. A. Petrucci.  
RUSSIAN, per, Nauka i Zhizn', Vol XXVIII, No 12, 1961, pp 40-42.  

RUSSIAN, per, Noukogude Eesti Tervishoid, No 2, Mar-Apr 1962, pp 3-7.  

Ionizing Radiation and Heredity (Genetic Theory of Radiation Sickness), by B. L. Astaurov, 22 pp.  
RUSSIAN, per, Priroda, No 4, 1962, pp 55-67.  

Correlation Between the Intensity of Regeneration of Parenchymatous Elements and the State of Connective Tissue, by B. P. Solopayev, 7 pp.  

Urgent Problems of Oncology, by A. I. Serebrov, 7 pp.  
RUSSIAN, per, Sovet Meditsina, No 7, 1962, pp 7-10.  


The Tasks of the History and Public Health in the Light of Decisions of the 22nd Congress of the CPSU, 11 pp.  
RUSSIAN, per, Sovetskoye Zdravookhraneniye, Vol XXI, No 4, 1962, pp 3-10.  
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Scientific Medicine (Contd)


One of the Effective Means of Perceiving the Essence of Life, by V. A. Negovskiy, 8 pp.

On the Excretion of Lapinized Virus of Swine Pest by Vaccinated Animals and Control of Effectiveness of Oral and Aerosol Methods of Vaccination, by N. V. Likhachev, P. M. Bazylev, et al.

Pathological Changes in the Organism of Cattle Caused by Malignant Foot-and-Mouth Disease, by V. A. Shubin.

Effect of X-Ray Radiation and Prophylactic Treatment With Propyl Gallate on Nucleic Acid Content in Rat Organs, by M. F. Lipkan, V. A. Baraboy, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Ukrain Biokhim Zhur, Vol XXXIV, No 2, 1962, pp 167-175.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Vest Ak Med Nauk SSSR.

Program of Study in the Area of the Cardio-Vascular System, by V. V. Parin.

No 5, 1961, pp 88-93.
Achievements in Medical Electronics, by V. V. Parin, E. B. Babskiy.

No 4, 1962.
The Tasks of the Academy of Medical Sciences USSR in the Light of the Resolutions of the 22nd CPSU Congress, by N. N. Blokhin, 14 pp, (pp 7-15).

Cytophysiological Mechanisms of Immunogenesis, by P. F. Zdrodovskiy, 12 pp, (pp 57-65).


Discussions on the Reports of the Scientific Section of the 16th Session of the General Assembly of the Academy of Medical Sciences USSR, Devoted to the Problem of the Defense Functions of the Organism, 27 pp, (pp 82-93).

Concluding Remarks on the Scientific Reports, 6 pp, (pp 93-96).

Electromyography in Modern Anesthesiology, by V. A. Kovanev, Ya. II. Khmelevskiy, 15 pp.

Basic Problems of Mycology, by P. N. Golovin. RUSSIAN, per, Vest Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol XXXII, No 7, 1962, p 122. 9068184 USDA Tr A-1371


The Second All-Union Conference of Surgeons, Traumatologists and Anesthesiologists, 50 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Vest Khir, Vol LXXXIX, No 8, 1962, pp 112-126.


Clinical Use of Embryonic Bone Transplantations, Preserved in Paraffin, by K. M. Lisitsyn, 5 pp, (pp 24-26).
Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical

Morphological Changes in Free Skin Homotransplantations During Experimental Acute Radiation Sickness, by K. K. Zaytseva, 13 pp, (pp 26-33).

Early Skin Plasty in Open Injuries, by V. S. Antipenko, 8 pp, (pp 33-37).


Concerning the 60th Anniversary of the Central Veterinary Institute of Infectious and Parasitic Diseases, by I. Chenchev.
RUSSIAN, per, Veterinariya, Vol XXXIX, No 1, 1962, pp 86, 87. 9068172

Session Dedicated to the 60th Anniversary of the Bulgarian Central Veterinary Institute of Infectious and Parasitic Diseases, by Ya. R. Kovalenko, V. S. Ershov.
RUSSIAN, per, Veterinariya, Vol XXXIX, No 1, 1962, p 88. 9068173

RUSSIAN, per, Veterinariya, Vol XXXIX, No 5, 1962, pp 65-72. 9068169

Diseases of Fodder Beans in Western Siberia, by F. P. Shevchenko, P. G. Alinovskiy.
RUSSIAN, per, Zashchita Rastenii ot Vreditelei i Bolezni, No 9, 1962, pp 20-23. *USDA

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Zhur Mikrobiol, Epidemiol i Immuniobiol.
No 4, 1962, pp 9-14. 9068168


Clinical-Epidemiological Characteristic of an Outbreak of Botulism, Connected With the Use of Canned Flounder for Food, by V. M. Bauman, V. N. Yagodinskiy, et al, (pp 92-95). 9068171

Glycerine Sterilization of Needles and Instruments, by K. L. Konchev, (pp 114-116) ID 2211726

Features Peculiar to the Course of Combined Brucellosis and Q-Rickettsiosis Infection in Guinea Pigs, by E. N. Knyazeva, (pp 125-130). *ACSI I-5016-C ID 2211726

Methods of Controlling the Surface Disinfection (Author's Summary), by B. L. Shura-Bura, M. A. Zolochevskiy, (p 134.) *ACSI I-5016-D ID 2211726


Chemical and Biological Weapons and Possibilities for Defense Against Them, 15 pp. GERMAN, bk, East Berlin, 1959, pp 3-20. JPRS 16166

Contribution to the Knowledge on the Lymphomatous Changes in the Thyroid Gland (Struma Lymphomatosa) by H. Hashimoto. GERMAN, per, Archiv fuer Klinische Chirurgie, Vol XCVII, 1912, pp 219-249. *Navy/NMS
Scientific Medicine (Contd)

Problems of Surgical Treatment for Injuries Caused by Radiation, by A. Morzek, K. Neumeister, 10 pp.


Rupture of the Aorta in Blunt Thoracic Trauma, by M. A. Zehnder, 34 pp.

Vectorcardiography in Cardiological Practice, by Walter Kofler.
GERMAN, per, Z fuer Kreislaufforschung, Vol XLVI, 1957, pp 360-373.

ITALIAN, per, Minerva, Vol LII, 4 Apr 1962, pp 1263-1268.

Comparison of Stereocardiogram With Special Vectorcardiogram, by Hugon Kowarzynowii, Sophia Kowarzymowii, et al.

Perspectives on Immunological Control of Tumor Proliferation, by L. A. Zilber.

Problems with the Medical Service of the UNEF, Gaza, by A. M. Johnsen, 7 pp.
SWEDISH, per, Tidskrift i Militaer Halsovard, No 86, 1961, pp 239-247.
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Scientific
Minerals/Metals (Contd)


Electroslag Smelting of Titanium Ingots, by E. I. Morozov, 13 pp.

Selected Articles From the Russian Book Voprosy Porskhovy Metallurgii i Prochnosti Materialov, An UKSSR, Inst Metallokermiki i Spetsial'nykh Splavor, No 7, 1959. 9678628


The Influence of Interphase Surface Energy on Wettability, by Yu. V. Naydich, 10 pp, (pp 39-45).


Use of Rare Earth Metals in Metallurgy, V. F. Terekhova, I. V. Burov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Byul Tekhniko-Ekon Infor, No 7, 1962, 3-6.

High-Strength Alloys for Drilling Tools, by N. S. Polyak, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Byul Tekhniko-Ekon Infor, No 8, 1962, pp 5-8.

Electroslag Remelting, by G. Sergeyev, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Ekon Gazeta, 11 Aug 1962, p 12.

Pearlitic Steel LP44 (TsZh 10) Relaxation Resistant at 565-600 °C, by T. Volkova, Z. N. Petropavlovskaya.
RUSSIAN, per, Energomash, No 1, 1962, pp 33-36.

*YISI 3005
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Scientific Minerals/Metals (Contd)


The Approximate Solution of Steady-Creep Problems, by L. M. Kachanov. RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Otdel Tekh Nauk, Mekh i Mashin, No 3, 1959, pp 84-95. NLL M. 6326


Mechanical Properties of High-Tungsten Cobalt-Vanadium High-Speed Steels, by A. N. Popandopulo. RUSSIAN, per, Iz Vysshikh Ucheb Zaved, Chern Metal, No 4, 1961, pp 119-125. BISI 2966

Scientific Minerals/Metals (Contd)

Ductile Niobium Production From Electrolytic Powders, by V. M. Amosov, 21 pp.

RUSSIAN, per, Iz Vysshikh Ucheb Zaved, Tsvet Metal, No 4, 1962, pp 143-148.

RUSSIAN, per, Metal i Term Obrab Metallov, No 1, 1962, pp 38-40.

RUSSIAN, per, Metal i Term Obrab Metallov, No 1, 1962, pp 40-42.

RUSSIAN, per, Priorda, No 9, 1962, pp 111-114.

The Problem of the Strength of Metals Whilst Solidifying During Welding, by N. N. Prokhorov.
RUSSIAN, per, Svarochnoe Proiz, No 6, 1956, pp 5-11.

RUSSIAN, per, Tepluenergetika, No 2, 1962, pp 77-79. 9678842

RUSSIAN, per, Titan i Yego Splavy, Metallokhimiya i Novyye Splavy, No 7, 1962, pp 130-134.

RUSSIAN, per, Titan i Yego Splavy, Metallokhimiya i Novyye Splavy, No 7, 1962, pp 135-139.
Scientific Minerals/Metals (Contd)

Improvements in the Process of Concentrating Ores of the Tekeli Deposit, by V. A. Borodina.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Inst Metal Obogash Ak Nauk Kazakh SSR, Vol III, 1960, pp 76-84.

Investigation of Wrought Alloys of the System AI-Mg With Additions of Manganese and Chromium, by V. A. Livannov, et al.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Moskov Aviats Tekh Inst, No 43, 1960, pp 68-85.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Tsvetnye Metally.

No 11, 1959, pp 55-60.

No 4, 1962, pp 68-92. 9678845

No 8, 1962.

Production of Electrolytic Tantalum, Niobium, and Their Alloys, by V. I. Konstantinov, V. M. Amosov, 7 pp, (pp 72-76).

RUSSIAN, per, Vest Ak Nauk SSSR, No 7, 1962, pp 60-63.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Voprosy Proiz Stali.

No 6, 1958.
Ingot Defects Caused by Teeming Laps, by E. V. Vorkhovtsev, K. K. Prokhorenko, (pp 68-76).

Effect of the Hydrodynamics of the Flow of Liquid Steel Into The Mould on the Quality of Steel Ingots, by V. A. Efimov, N. P. Sabiyev, V. P. Grebenyuk, (pp 87-95).
Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Voprosy Proiz Stali. (Contd)

No 6, 1958.
Influence of Teeming Temperature and Mould Shape on the quality of Steel Ingots, by V. A. Efimov, V. I. Danilin, M. P. Lapsheva, et al, (pp 96-109). BISI 2737

No 7, 1960.
Effect of Teeming Rate on the Quality of Steel Ingots, by E. V. Verkhovtsev, K. K. Prokherenko, A. S. Mikhailov, (pp 74-81). BISI 2733

Skinkage of Steel and Deformation of the Mould During Casting of Slab Ingots, by V. A. Efimov, M. P. Sabiyev, V. P. Grebenyuk, et al, (pp 135-140). BISI 2734

No 8, 1961, pp 88-95.
Teeming of High Alloy Grades of Steel Under Fluxes, by V. P. Osipov. *BISI E 3011


Selected Articles From the French Periodical
Memoires (Les) Scientifiques Revue Metallurgie.

Vol LVII, Jul 1961, pp 481-495. BISI 2602

Study of the Structure and Properties of Granular Interfaces by the Use of Oriented Bicrystals, by Claude Goux, 69 pp, (pp 661-676). Navy Tr 3264/NRL 911


The Deformation of Metals and Alloys by Torsion at High Temperatures, by D. Hardwick. *BISI 2995

Contribution to the Study of Sheet Materials (Extensometer for Coefficient of Anisotropy), by G. Jegaden, J. Voinchet, P. Rocquet. *BISI 3015

-159-
Scientific
Minerals/Metals (Contd)

The Influence of Copper and Tin on the Intrinsic Forgeability of Mild Steels, by F. E. White, C. Rossard.
FRENCH, per, Revue De Metallurgie, Vol LIX, Mar 1962, pp 237-241. BISI 2928

Selected Articles From the German Periodical
Archiv fuer Eisenhuttenwesen.

Improvement in the End Quench Test and of Its Applications for Very Precise Tests, by H. Borchers, A. Schlecht.

Vol XXXIII, Mar 1962, pp 167-175. BISI 2919
Structural Examination of Austenitic Chromium-Nickel-Niobium Steel Creep Specimens, by A. Schrader, A. Krisch.

Vol XXXIII, Apr 1962.

Precipitation Process in a Steel With Approx. 0.14% C; 0.6% Mo and 0.3% V and Their Effect on Its Properties, by E. Baerlecken, H. Fabritius, (pp 261-267). BISI 2898

Wide Strip From Continuously Cast Slabs, by E. Plockinger, B. Tarmann.
GERMAN, per, Berg- Und Huttenmannische Monatshefte, Vol CVII, 1962, pp 134-144. BISI 2939


GERMAN, per, Neue Hutte, Vol VII, Apr 1962, pp 206-211. *BISI 2998

GERMAN, per, Neue Hutte, Vol VII, Jul 1962, pp 408-411. BISI 2949
Investigation of Metallurgical Processes Using the Residue Analysis, by C. A. Müller, E. Plockinger. GERM. per, Radex Rundschau, No 5/6, 1957, pp 738-753. *BISI 2992

Deoxidation of High Carbon Open Hearth Steel With Ferro-Silicon, Aluminium and Calcium-Silicon, by E. Plockinger, A. Randak. GERM. per, Radex Rundschau, No 5/6, 1957, pp 754-770. *BISI 2993


The Pyrolytic Determination of Fluorine in Fluxes and Electrode Coatings, by F. Elias. SLOVAK per, Zvaranie, Vol X, No 4, 1961, pp 104-106. BISI 2943
Scientific Minerals/Metals (Contd)

The Isothermal Transformation of Austenite in Carbon Steels Containing 0.50% C and 0.18% C, by S. Modin.
SWEDISH, per, Jernkontorets Annaler, Vol CXLII, No 4, 1956, pp 209-211. BISI 2951

The Effect of Ageing on the Fine Crystal Structure of A Nimonic-Type Alloy With a Low Titanium Content, by V. G. Chorniy.
UKRAINIAN, per, Ukrain Fiz Zhur, Vol V, No 5, 1960, pp 687-692. NLL M. 3774

Nuclear Physics


A Method of Nuclear Soft-Welding and Some of Its Uses, by V. I. Goldanskiy, V. V. Khrapov.

Effect of Ionization on Immunity, by V. L. Troitskiy, M. A. Tumanyan.
RUSSIAN, bk, Vliyanie Ioniziruiushchikh Izlucheniy na Immunitet, Nedgiz, 1958, 197 pp. *AEC

In Approximate Formula for the Geometric Parameters of Homogeneous Bodies of Arbitrary Shape, by V. K. Bogatyrev.

Scientific
Nuclear Physics (Contd)


Scientific Physics

A Medium With a Negative Absorption Factor, by F. A. Butayeva, V. A. Fabrikant, 15 pp. RUSSIAN, bk, Issledovaniya po Ekspperimentalnoy i Teoreticheskoy Fiziki, Sbornik, Moscow, 1959, pp 62-70. 9666839

Convection and Radiation Heat Transfer, 368 pp. RUSSIAN, bk, Konvektiviyy I Luchistyy Teploobmen, 1960, pp 254. 9666848


Examples of Thermoelectric Devices, by A. F. Ioffe, 32 pp. RUSSIAN, bk, Poluprovodnikovyye Termoelementy, (Chapter IV), 1960, pp 126-153. 9678616


The Spectrophotometric Investigations of Material Evidence With the Aid of an Electron-Optical Selector, by A. A. Eysman, Yu. A. Malyshev, 49 pp. RUSSIAN, bk, Sovetskaya Kriminlistika na Sluzhbe Sledstvye, No 13, Moscow, 1959, pp 3-34. JPRS 15796


The Construction and Electrical Characteristics of Batteries of Silicon Photo-converters, by G. S. Daletskiy, N. V. Shavrin, (pp 137-151).


Experimental Investigation of Heat Transfer in Film Boiling on Horizontal and Vertical Tubes in a Large Volume of Liquid, by V. Borishanskiy.


The Determination of Meteor Radiants by the Method of Sustained Oscillations, by G. V. Avrayamova, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Byul Inst Astirofiz Ak Nauk Tadzhik SSSR, No 27, 1959, pp 31-36. 9678632 FTD-TT-62-591

Investigation of the Active Centers of Cholinesterase With the Aid of Organophosphorus Inhibitors, by V. A. Yakovlev, R. I. Volkova, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk SSR, Vol CXLVI, No 1, 1962, pp 217-220. JPRS 16045
Scientific Physics (Contd)

Application of the Phase Plane Method to the Study of the Mechanical Transient Processes of an Electric Drive, by L. I. Gandzha. RUSSIAN, per, Elektrichество, No 7, 1961, pp 68-72. NLL M. 3859


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Inzhenerno-Fiz Zhur.

No 7, 1959, pp 75-79.
On the Specific Heat \( C_p \) of Water and Steam at Supercritical Pressures, by A. E. Sheindlin, et al.

No 8, 1959, pp 111-115. 9666842
Effect of Imprecisions in the Making of a Symmetrical Gyroscope on its Motion, by N. I. Kuznetsov, M. P. Khalimanovich, 6 pp.
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7 September 2004

Ms. Roberta Schoen
Deputy Director for Operations
Defense Technical Information Center
7725 John J. Kingman Road
Suite 0944
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060

Dear Ms. Schoen:

In February of this year, DTIC provided the CIA Declassification Center with a referral list of CIA documents held in the DTIC library. This referral was a follow on to the list of National Intelligence Surveys provided earlier in the year.

We have completed a declassification review of the “Non-NIS” referral list and include the results of that review as Enclosure 1. Of the 220 documents identified in our declassification database, only three are classified. These three are in the Release in Part category and may be released to the public once specified portions of the documents are removed. Sanitization instructions for these documents are included with Enclosure 1.

In addition to the documents addressed in Enclosure 1, 14 other documents were unable to be identified. DTIC then provided the CDC with hard copies of these documents in April 2004 for declassification review. The results of this review are provided as Enclosure 2.

We at CIA greatly appreciate your cooperation in this matter. Should you have any questions concerning this letter and for coordination of any further developments, please contact Donald Black of this office at (703) 613-1415.

Sincerely,

Sergio N. Alcivar
Chief, CIA Declassification Center,
Declassification Review and Referral Branch

Enclosures:
1. Declassification Review of CIA Documents at DTIC (with sanitization instructions for 3 documents)
2. Declassification Status of CIA Documents (hard copy) Referred by DTIC (with review processing sheets for each document)
## Processing of OGA-Held CIA Documents

The following CIA documents located at DTIC were reviewed by CIA and declassification guidance has been provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OGA Doc ID</th>
<th>Job Num</th>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Fltr</th>
<th>Doc</th>
<th>Doc ID</th>
<th>Document Title</th>
<th>Pub Date</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>Proc Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AD0834505</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For December 1960</td>
<td>12/1/1960</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD0834346</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For August 1961</td>
<td>8/1/1961</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD0834359</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
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<td>1</td>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>12/1/1962</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>